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PREFACE

This manual presents the information required for

operation and maintenance of the Cipher Model
100X Dual-Mode Magnetic Tape Transport. Please

read this document thoroughly before unpacking,

installing, or operating the transport. The manual is

divided into seven sections, as follows:

I Description and Specifications

II Unpacking, Inspection, and Installation

III Operation

IV Theory of Operation

V Maintenance
VI Troubleshooting

VII Parts Lists, Schematics, and Assembly

Drawings

EMBEDDED FORMATTER ADDENDUM. An ad-

dendum is included in the manual for a transport in

which an embedded formatter is incorporated. Ad-
dendum F is provided for an NRZI embedded for-

matter, Addendum G for a PE formatter, and Ad-
dendum H for a dual-mode formatter. The model
numbers for such transports are the same as those
presented above, with the addition of a letter "F"
prefix.

SPECIAL CONFIGURATION SUPPLEMENT. A sup-

plement is included in the manual for any transport

whose configuration incorporates a deviation from

the standard models covered in the engineering

documentation of the basic manual and/or adden-

dum.

CHANGE NOTICE. A change notice is inserted in

the front of the manual for any transport incor-

porating material engineering changes made since

the printing of the manual.
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SECTION 1

DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATIONS

1-1. GENERAL

1-2. The Model 100X Dual-Mode Magnetic Tape

Transport is a high-performance, digital tape trans-

port manufactured by Cipher Data Products, inc.,

San Diego, California. This transport is capable of

recording and writing either NRZI or phase-en-

coded PE digital data. It is equipped with a dual-gap

head, which provides nine-track read-after-write

capability, and various tape speed capabilities are

available. The transport will accommodate reels up

to 10.5 inches in diameter and is designed to oper-

ate on 105 to 250-Vac, single-phase, 48 to 63-Hz line

power. If the compliance arm retraction feature is

not required, the transport may be operated on line

power frequencies up to 400 Hz. Available optional

features are as follows:

a. Overwrite

b. Tape speeds:

(1) Standard: 45, 37.5, 25, 18.75, or

12.5 ips

(2) Nonstandard: any fixed speed within

the range of 2 to 75 ips

c. Local density selection

d. Remote density selection

e. Power: 400-Hz operation (without com-
pliance arm retraction system)

f. Logic options (see paragraph 4-92)

g. Facade color (white is standard)

1-3. PURPOSE

1-4. The transport is designed to be used in data

acquisition and computer processing systems in

which data must be acquired and stored on mag-
netic tape. Writing and reading of digital data are

performed in IBM-compatible, NRZI or PE format.

Data recorded by a Model 100X transport is com-
pletely recoverable by IBM or similar equipment.

1-5. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

1-6. The Model 100X transport (Figure 1-1) is de-

signed to be hinge-mounted in a standard 19-inch

equipment rack. All components are mounted on a

precision-ground, cast-aluminum plate. When the

equipment rack is securely anchored, the printed

circuit boards and other internal components can

be made accessible from the front by releasing the

adjustable pawl fastener and swinging the trans-

port open on its hinges. A transparent, hinged, front

cover protects the transport from dust and other

foreign matter while allowing observation of tape

motion. The pushbutton controls, which illuminate

when the commanded sequence is complete, are

mounted on the front trim panel, where they are ac-

cessible with the cover closed. The power connect-

or is a standard, three-pin, grounded plug.

1-7. Four printed-wiring boards (PWBs) are used in

the Model 100X dual-mode transport: a dual-mode

data board, a control/servo board, and a power
board, all mounted on the rear of the mounting

plate; and an EOT/BOT detector board mounted on

the front of the unit, under the head cover.

1-8. TAPE DRIVE

1-9. The reel-to-reel drive employs two servo-con-

trolled, direct-drive, dc torque motors to drive the

tape reels. The reels are secured to their hubs by

lever-actuated expanding rings. Two spring-loaded

compliance arms maintain tape tension at 8 ounces
and serve as tape-storage buffers. A compliance
arm retractor system, energized when power is

turned on, drives the compliance arms to their full-

up positions for ease of tape threading. During the

load sequence the compliance arms are returned to

their operating positions to perform buffering and

tensioning functions.

1-10. The tape path includes both roller and fixed

guides, the head, cross-feed shield, and a tape

cleaner. The roller guides utilize precision bearings

to minimize friction and reduce wear, and the



Figure 1-1. Model 100X Transport (Sheet 1)



wearing surfaces of the fixed guides are hard-

chrome plated. The fixed guides, on each side of

the head, are of the single-edge type. The outer (ref-

erence) flange of each guide is fixed to an exact

dimension, and the bottom flange is spring loaded
to force the tape against the reference edge at all

times. This arrangement provides minimum skew
and minimizes the effect of tape width variations.

In addition, the head and cross-feed shield are

mounted on an adjustable plate which provides for

precise azimuth alignment.

1-11. A tape scraper is mounted under the head
cover just ahead of the EOT/BOT reflector. Its pur-

pose is to minimize tape contamination. The sharp-

edged blades of the scraper are of nonmagnetic,
long-wearing sapphire.

1-12. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

1-13. Figure 1-2 is a system block diagram. A
180-degree-wrap capstan drive is used for control-

ling tape movement during write, read, and rewind

operations. The capstan is controlled by a velocity

servo. The velocity information is generated by a

dc tachometer that is coupled directly to the cap-

stan motor shaft and produces a voltage propor-

tional to the angular velocity of the capstan. This

voltage is compared to the reference voltage from
the ramp generator by means of operational

amplifier techniques, and the difference is used to

control the capstan motor. This capstan control

technique gives precise control of tape accelera-

tions and tape velocities, thus minimizing tape ten-

sion transients.

1-14. During a write operation, the tape is ac-

celerated in a controlled manner to the required

velocity. This velocity is maintained constant, and
data characters are written on the tape at a con-

stant rate. Thus, the following relationship exists:

Bit density = Character Rate

Tape Velocity

1-15. When data recording is complete, the tape

is decelerated to zero velocity in a controlled man-
ner. Since the write operation demands a constant

tape velocity, inter-record gaps (IRG) must be pro-

vided to allow for the tape acceleration and decel-

eration periods. Control of tape motion to produce

a defined IRG is provided externally by the

customer controller, in conjunction with the tape

acceleration and deceleration characteristics

defined by the transport specifications.

1-16. An optional overwrite feature provides for

editing of previously recorded data. The Overwrite

signal causes Write Enable to ramp on and off,

minimizing the change in inter-record gap magne-

tism in rewriting a record. Write Amplifier Reset,

used with the overwrite option, causes both write

head current and erase head current to be turned

off immediately after writing of the new record to

prevent destruction of data in the following record.

1-17. During a read operation, the tape is accel-

erated to the required velocity in a time interval

sufficiently short to allow tape velocity to become
constant before data signals are received. Nine

data channels are presented to the interface. The
end of a record is detected in the external con-

troller by means of gap-detection circuits, and the

tape is commanded to decelerate in a controlled

manner. The transport can operate in the read

mode in either the forward or reverse direction.

When operating in a shuttling mode (e.g., syn-

chronous forward, stop, synchronous reverse, and
stop) no turnaround delay is required between the

end of one motion command and the beginning of

the next motion command in the opposite direc-

tion. For assurance of IBM-compatible tapes, with

fully saturated gaps and precise dimensions, tape

motion must be allowed to cease before switching
of the motion control lines and Write Enable line.

1-18. In addition to the capstan control system,
the transport incorporates supply and takeup reel

servo systems, a compliance arm system, a magnet-
ic head and associated read/write electronics, and
the control logic.

1-19. The compliance arms compensate for differ-

ences in the tape speed arising out of the relatively

fast starts and stops of the capstan and those of the

slower, high-inertia supply and takeup reels. When
the rate of tape travel at the capstan differs from
that at which the reels are supplying or taking up
the tape, the supply and/or takeup reel compliance
arms move to compensate for this difference. At
the same time, a photoelectric sensor measures the

resulting displacement of each arm and feeds an er-

ror signal to the respective reel motor servo. This

signal is amplified and is used to control the reel

motor, increasing or decreasing its speed as nec-

essary to compensate for the momentary differ-

ence in tape speed and bring the compliance arm
back to its nominal operating position. The com-
pliance arm system is designed to provide a corv^

stant tape tension of 8 ounces, as long as the arms
are within their operating regions. Tape spillage is

prevented, in the event power is lost, by a self-

braking feature designed into the servo circuitry.

When power is lost the takeup reel motor terminals

are connected together through a current-limiting

resistor, and the supply reel motor terminals are

directly connected, producing a dynamic braking

action.
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1-20. The magnetic head, under control of the

read/write electronics, writes and reads the flux

transitions on the tape. The read function is oper-

ating continuously, while the write function must

be enabled in order to operate. An erase head pro-

vides continuous dc erasure across the full width of

the tape during write operations.

1-21. The control logic operates on manual com-

mands to enable tape, once loaded, to be brought

to the load point. At this stage remote commands

control tape motion, writing, and reading. The logic

also provides rewind and unload functions in con-

junction with the manual REWIND control. A pho-

toelectric sensor assembly, consisting of a lamp

and two phototransistors, is used to detect the

beginning-of-tape (BOT) and end-of-tape (EOT)

markers as well as unthreaded or broken tape. The

detection area of the sensor assembly is approx-

imately 1.2 inches from the write head gap.

1-22. MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL

SPECIFICATIONS

1-23. The mechanical and electrical specifica-

tions for the recorder are shown in Table 1-1.

Net Weight

Shipping Weight

Dimensions:

Height

Width
Depth (from mounting surface)

Depth (total)

Mounting (standard 19-in.

RETMA rack)

Power

Fuse:

105-125 Vac Models
210-250 Vac Models

Tape (computer grade):

Width
Thickness

Reel Diameter

1-24. INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS

1-25. Section II contains a table of interface con-

nections. Signal characteristics are as follows:

a. Levels

(1) True is low: to 0.4 volt

(approximately).

(2) False is high: >2.4 volts

(approximately).

b. Pulses

(1) Levels as above.

(2) Edge transmission delay over 20 feet

of cable is not greater than 200
nanoseconds.

1-26. The interface circuits are so designed that a

disconnected wire results in a false signal. Figure

1-3 shows the interface configuration for which the

transport is designed.

80 pounds (36.29 kg)

117 pounds (45.36 kg)

24.0 inches (62.2 cm)

19.0 inches (48.3 cm)

12.5 inches (31.8 cm)

15.1 inches (38.4 cm)

EIA specifications

115/230 Vac
48 to 63 Hz (400-Hz model avail-

able without compliance arm re-

traction system)

340 watts, max. at 45 ips

6A, 3AB, Norm-blo, 250 Vac

4A, 3AG, Norm-blo, 250 Vac

0.5 inch (1.27 cm)

1.5 mil (0.04 mm)

10.5 inch (26.67 cm), max.



Tape Tension 8 ounces (226.8 grams)

Recording Modes & Densities:

Nine-Track, IBM-compatible PE 1600 bpi

Nine-Track, IBM-compatible NRZI 800 bpi

Tape Speed:

Standard 45/37.5/25/18.75/12.5 ips

Nonstandard 2 to 75 ips

available

Speed Variation:

Instantaneous ±3% (max., byte-to-byte)

Long term ±1% (max.)

Rewind Speed 150 ips (nom.)

Start/Stop Time (inversely 8.33 (±0.55) ms at 45 ips

proportional to tape speed)

Start/Stop Distance 0.19 (±0.02) inch

(0.48 (±0.05) cm)

Interchannel Displacement Error 150 microinches (0.004 mm), max.

Beginning-of-Tape (BOT) and End-of- Photoelectric (IBM-compatible)

Tape (EOT) Detectors

Interface TTL-Compatible (Low True)

Electronics All Silicon

Operating Temperature 2° to 50°C

Relative Humidity 15 to 95%, noncondensing

Altitude 20,000 feet (6096 meters) max.

Table 1-1. Mechanical and Electrical Specifications (Continued)

INPUT
FORMATTER/TRANSPORT

DTL844
OR EQUIVALENT

HIGH = FALSE
LOW = TRUE

ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS

OUTPUT
FORMATTER/TRANSPORT

+5 VOLTS

220

330

DTL 836 or 846
OR EQUIVALENT

Figure 1-3. Interface Configuration



SECTION II

UNPACKING, INSPECTION, AND INSTALLATION

2-1. GENERAL

2-2. This section presents instructions for
unpacking, inspecting, and installing the transport.

2-3. UNPACKING AND INSPECTION

2-4. The transport is shipped in a double
container to minimize the possibility of damage
during shipping. Unpack as follows:

a. With shipping container on floor or
workbench, cut side and center tapes
securing top of outer box.

b. Pull box-top flaps down along sides of
box, and turn entire package over on
open side of outer box. Lift off outer
box and remove packing blocks.

[

»»»»#»»»*i»*»*i#i•S-*^ I

'I

Do not cut center tape of inner

box without first cutting side
tapes and pulling flaps away from
top of container. Plastic door of

transport can be damaged by fail-

ure to observe this precaution.

c. Cut side tapes securing top of inner
box, pull flaps up as far as possible,
and cut center tape. Open box, fold
flaps back, turn over on open side, and
lift off box.

Check contents of shipping container
against packing slip, and inspect for
possible damage. IF DAMAGE EXISTS,
NOTIFY CARRIER.

Examine compliance arms, reel hubs,
capstan, and other components in tape
path for foreign matter.

f. Check printed circuit boards and all

connectors for correct installation.

Check that plug-in relay on control/

servo printed circuit board is securely
in place.

g. Check that identification label on back
of transport bears correct model
number and line voltage requirement. If

actual line voltage at installation differs

from that on identification label, change
power transformer connections (para-
graph 2-6). Retractor motor and power
indicator wires should remain on
115-volt terminals.

2.5 POWER CONNECTION

2-6. A fixed, strain-relieved power cord is supplied
for plugging into a polarized 115-volt outlet. For
other power sockets, the supplied plug must be
removed and the correct plug installed. If actual
line voltage at installation differs from that shown
on the transport identification label, change the
transformer connections in accordance with Table
2-1, using the following procedure:

a. Working from rear of transport, remove
data PWB as follows:

(1) Disconnect cable connectors
plugs P20, P21, and P22.

to

(2) Remove and save four screws secur-

ing data PWB to four standoff
hinges.

(3) Remove data PWB from transport.

b. Disconnect all Fast-on connectors on
iransformer ends of wires from plug P19
from transformer.

c. Disconnect all Fast-on jumpers from
transformer and save.



100 VOLTS 115 VOLTS 125 VOLTS 200 VOLTS

Wire No. To Wire No. To Wire No. To Wire No. To

1 T1-5A 1 T1-5A 1 T1-5A 1 T1-5A
2 T1-3 2 T1-2 2 T1-1 2 T1-3

3 T1-7 3 T1-6 3 T1-5 3 R1-22

4 T1-4 4 T1-4 4 T1-4 4 T1-8

5 T1-8 5 T1-8 5 T1-8 5 T1-23

6 T1-4A 6 T1-4A 6 T1-4A 6 T1-4A

JUMF ER JUMPER JUMPER
1

JUMPER

T1-22 T1-23 T1-22 T1-23 T1-22 T1-23 T1-4 T1-7

215 VOLTS 230 VOLTS 240 VOLTS 250 VOLTS

Wire No. To Wire No. To Wire No. To Wire No. To

1 T1-5A 1 T1-5A 1 T1-5A 1 T1-5A
2 T1-3 2 T1-2 2 T1-2 2 T1-1

3 T1-22 3 T1-22 3 'T1-22 3 T1-22
4 T1-8 4 T1-8 4 T1-8 4 T1-8
5 T1-23 5 T1-23 5 T1-23 5 T1-23

6 T1-4A 6 T1-4A 6 T14A 6 T1-4A

jUMF»ER JUM 'ER JUM 'ER JUMPER

T1-4 T1-6 T1-4 T1-6 T1-4 T1-5 T1-4, T1-5

Table 2-1. Power Connections

d.

e.

Disconnect all Fast-on terminals without

wires (blanks) and save.

Referring to Table 2-1, locate listing for

desired voltage, check wire label

numbers, and locate them in WIRE NO.
column. Connect Fast-on connector of

each wire to corresponding terminal

listed in TO column. Connect previously

removed jumper to transformer ter-

minals indicated under JUMPER.

Connect blank Fast-on connectors to all

remaining bare transformer terminals.

Bare slip-on transformer terminals

carry high voltage. To protect

against fatal or serious injury, en-

sure that all unused terminals are

covered with blank Fast-on con-

nectors, as in step f.

Ensure that all wires are routed so
as not to interfere with compliance
arm transducers.

Replace data board in reverse procedure of

that presented in step a, paragraph 1

.

Install fuse required for voltage, as follows:

100 to 125V (60Hz), Fuse Part No.
211151-225, 6A, N.B., 250V; 200 to 250V
(60Hz), Fuse Part No. 211151-222, 3A, N.B.,

250V; 200 to 250V (50Hz), Fuse Part No.
211151-223, 4A, N.B., 250V.

2-7. INITIAL CHECKOUT

2-8. Section III contains a detailed description

of all controls. To check for proper transport



operation before placing in the system, proceed

as follows:

a. Connect power cord. (Replace power
plug and change power transformer pri-

mary connections if necessary).

b. Clean tape path as directed under

paragraph 5-3.

c. Load tape in accordance with instruc-

tions in paragraph 3-5.

BOT tab, enter load sequence, return to

BOT tab, and stop with LOAD indicator

illuminated. If REWIND control is

momentarily depressed when tape is at

BOT, LOAD indicator will be extin-

guished, REWIND indicator will be illu-

minated, and tape will rewind until

tape tension is lost. This action is used

to unload tape (paragraph 3-7). Reel

can then be removed.

Check components of tape path visu-

ally for correct tape tracking (tape

riding smoothly in head, guides, etc.).

d. Turn power on by depressing POWER
control.

e. Momentarily depress LOAD control to

apply capstan-motor and reel-motor

power. Delay at this point is required to

allow arm retractor mechanism to clear

compliance arms.

f. Momentarily depress LOAD control a

second time to initiate load sequence.

Tape will move forward until it reaches

BOT tab. LOAD indicator should illumi-

nate when BOT tab reaches photo-

sensor and remain illuminated until

tape moves off load point. At this point

there will be no action when LOAD
control is depressed.

g. Check ON LINE pushbutton by depress-

ing repeatedly and observing that ON
LINE indicator is alternately illumi-

nated and extinguished.

h. With transport off line (ON LINE indi-

cator not illuminated), press alternate-

action FORWARD control. Run several

feet of tape onto takeu0 reel, and press

FORWARD control again to stop tape.

i. Press alternate-action REVERSE switch.

Tape will move backward until BOT
tab reaches photosensor, when it will

stop.

j. Using FORWARD control, run several

feet of tape onto takeup reel. Depress

FORWARD control again to stop tape.

Depress REWIND control momentarily

to initiate rewind mode and light RE-

WIND indicator. Tape will rewind past

2-9. RACK MOUNTING

2-10. The transport is designed to be mounted in

a standard, 19-inch-wide, RETMA equipment rack.

A front panel height of 24 inches and a minimum
depth of 12.5 inches behind the mounting surface
are required. Note outline dimensions in Figure
2-1, and, referring to Figures 2-2 and 2-3, mount
the transport as follows:

a. Install hinge pin blocks on equipment
rack using 10-32 pan head screws (Fig-

ure 2-2). Do not fully tighten screws.

Place No. 10 shim washer on each pin.

b. Set shipping frame down with front

door of transport facing up (i.e., lying in

horizontal position). Remove screws

securing transport to frame.

c. Lift transport out of shipping frame,

position 60 degrees from closed posi-

tion, and hang it on hinge pin blocks.

See Figure 2-3.

d. Adjust hinge blocks on equipment rack

so that transport hangs symmetrically

in rack. Tighten screws.

e. Open transport to 90 degrees and
install safety block, using 4-40 screw

(Figure 2-3).

f. Check that adjustable pawl fastener

engages behind equipment rack. Adjust

if necessary.

g. Clean tape deck as directed under para-

graph 5-3.



2-11. INTERFACE CONNECTIONS

2-12. Interconnection of Cipher Data Products

and customer equipment requires a harness of

individual twisted pairs, each with the following

characteristics:

a. Maximum length of 20 feet.

b. Not less than one twist per inch.

2-13. It is important that the ground side of each
twisted pair be grounded within a few inches of

the driver to which it is connected. The mating
connectors (ELCO part number 00-6007-036-980-

002 or equivalent) must be wired by the customer.
As shown in Figure 2-4, interface signals are
routed directly to and from the printed circuit

boards. Strain relief should be provided. Table 2-2

shows the input/output lines required.

c. A 22 or 24-gauge conductor with mini-

mum insulation thickness of 0.01 inch.
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DESCRIPTION
LIVE
PIN

GROUND
PIN SIGNAL

Input Commands
J101

J

C

8

3

Select (SLTO)

Forward (SFC)

E 5 Reverse (SRC)

H 7 Rewind (RWC)

L 10 Off Line (OFL)

K 9 Write Enable (SWS)

B 2 Overwrite (OVW)

15 — Write Reset (WARS) (part of

overwrite option)

D 4 Data Density Select (DDS)

Output Indications

J101

T

M

16

11

Ready (RDY)

On Line (ONL)

N 12 Rewinding (RWD)

U 17 End of Tape (EOT)

R 14 Load Point (LDP)

P 13 File Protect (FPT)

F 6 Density (DDI)

S — + 5V (Optional)

Write Inputs

J102

A

C

1

3

Write Data Strobe (WDS)

Write Reset (WARS)

F 6 Threshold 2 (RTH2)

L 10 Write Data Parity

M 11 Write Data (WDO)

N 12 Write Data 1 (WD1)

P 13 Write Data 2 (WD2)

R 14 Write Data 3 (\VD3)

Table 2-2. Interface Connections



DESCRIPTION
LIVE

PIN
GROUND

PIN SIGNAL

Write Inputs

J102
(Continued)

S

T

U

V

15

16

17

18

Write Data 4 (WD4)

Write Data 5 (WD5)

Write Data 6 (WD6)

Write Data 7 (WD7)

Read Outputs

j103

(Optional)*

2

1

3

4

8

9

10

14

15

17

18

B

A

C

D

)

K

L

R

S

U

V

Read Data Strobe (RDS)

Read Data Parity (RDP)

Read Data (RDO)

Read Data 1 (RD1)

Read Data 2 (RD2)

Read Data 3 (RD3)

Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ)

Read Data 4 (RD4)

Read Data 5 (RDS)

Read Data 6 (RD6)

Read Data 7 (RD7)

*NRZ switches automatically. If HI DEN is true. NRZ is false; if HI DEN is false. NRZ is true.

Table 2-2. Interface Connections (Continued)



J102

WRITE

J101

CONTROL

Figure 2-4. interface Cable Installation



SECTION III

OPERATION

3-1. GENERAL

3-2. This section describes the controls and in-

dicators and provides instructions for operating the

Model 100X transport. ,

3-3. CONTROLS AND INDICATORS

3-4. Figure 3-1 shows the controls and indicators.

Control/indicator types, functions, and the condi-

tions required for enabling the corresponding func-

tions are given in Table 3-1

.

NOTE

The head and guide-cleaning pro-

cedures described in paragraph 5-5

must be performed daily to main-

tain transport reliability.

3-5. LOADING TAPE

3-6. To load tape, see Figure 3-2 and proceed as

follows:

a. Pull out reel-locking lever on supply hub.

Ensure that tape reel has write enable^

ring installed if write mode is to be util^

ized. Place reel of tape on hub so that

tape will unwind when reel is rotated in

clockwise direction. Press reel evenly

and firmly against hub's back flange and
push in locking lever. Spin reel counter-

clockwise while looking along its rim to

ensure even mounting.

b. Install empty reel on takeup hub in same
manner as loaded reel was mounted in

step a.

c. Actuate POWER pushbutton. POWER
indicator will illuminate, and compli-

ance arms will be driven to full-up posi-

tions.

d. Thread tape along path shown in Figure

3-2. Wrap several turns clockwise

around takeup reel. Check that tape is

correctly seated on guides and properly

threaded through photosensor and head
assembly.

CAUTION

Ensure that tape is positioned cor-

rectly on all guides, or tape dam-
age may result.

e. Close front cover to protect tape and
transport from dust.

t
CAUTION

Dust cover must remain closed at

all times when tape is on takeup
reel. Data reliability may be im-

paired by contaminants if cover is

left open.

f. Actuate LOAD pushbutton and observe
that tape is tensioned. (See Figure 3-3.)

Delay at this point is required to allow

arm retractor mechanism to clear com-
pliance arms. Actuate LOAD pushbutton
again. Tape will advance until BOT tab

is positioned at photosensor. LOAD in-

dicator will iluminate, indicating trans-

port is ready for use.

3-7. UNLOADING TAPE

3-8. To unload the tape, proceed as follows:

NOTE

Transport must be in off-line mode
(ON LINE indicator extinguished).

a. If power is off, actuate POWER push-

button and proceed to step b. If power is

on, start with step c.



b. Actuate LOAD pushbutton to tension

tape.

c. Actuate REWIND pushbutton. REWIND
indicator will illuminate. If tape is at

load point tape will rewind until ten-

sion is lost. If tape is not at load point,

rewind ceases when BOT tab is

reached. BOT tab is then positioned

automatically at photosensor, and
LOAD indicator illuminates. Actuate

REWIND pushbutton second time to

complete unload sequence.

NOTE

Manual REWIND command will

override load sequence. This can

be used to return tape to load

point in event load sequence is

inadvertently initiated after BOT
tab has passed photosensor.

3-9. INTERFACE DATA

3-10. Interface specifications are presented in

paragraph 1-24. Interface inputs and outputs are

listed in Tables 3-2 and 3-3, respectively.

3-11. MULTIPLE-TRANSPORT (DAISY-CHAIN)
SYSTEM MODIFICATION

3-12. When two or more transports are used in a

"daisy-chain" system, the transmission line (cable)

terminators in all transports except the last in the

system must be removed, or the resulting imped-

ance mismatch will cause undesirable signal

reflections in the cable. The termination imped-

ance networks in the Model lOOX transport are all

incorporated in two 330-ohm and two 220-ohm

resistor packs which plug into integrated circuit

sockets. For multiple-transport operation it is

necessary simply to remove the four resistor

packs from their sockets on all but the last trans-

port. One 330-ohm pack and one 220-ohm pack

are located in the bottom, right-hand corner of

the control/servo board (component side) near

connector J-101, and the other two are located in

the upper, center area of the read/write board.

Refer also to Technical Manual No. 799800-200,

on the multiple-transport cable assembly. Part No.

138631-000.

POWER

Figure 3-1. Control Panel



CONTROL OR
INDICATOR TYPE FUNCTION CONDITIONS

POWER Alternate-Action

Pushbutton/Indicator

Switches line power
on and off. Illumi-

nates red to indicate

power is on.

Fuse installed. Line

cord connected.

LOAD Momentary-Action
Pushbutton/Indicator

Initial actuation

energizes motors

and servo system

and tensions tape.

Power restored after

being off. Loss of

tape tension.

Second actuation

advances tape to

load point.

Motors and servo

system energized.

Tape tensioned by
initial actuation.

Illuminates to in-

dicate BOT tab is

positioned at

photosensor.

ON LINE Momentary-Action
Pushbutton/Indicator

Switches transport to

on-line mode. Illumi-

nates to indicate

transport is on line.

Initial load or

rewind actuation.

Transport in off-line

mode. (ON LINE in-

dicator extin-

guished.)

Second actuation

switches transport

off line. Indicator

extinguished to in-

dicate transport is

off line.

Transport in on-line

mode. (ON LINE
indicator illumi-

nated.)

REWIND Momentary-Action
Pushbutton/Indicator

Rewinds tape to

load point. REWIND
indicator illuminates

during rewinding,

then goes out.

Transport in off-line

mode. (ON LINE

indicator not

illuminated.)

LOAD indicator il-

luminates to in-

dicate BOT tab is

positioned at photo-

sensor.

Second actuation of

REWIND pushbutton
unloads tape.

Table 3-1. Controls and Indicators



CONTROL OR
INDICATOR TYPE FUNCTION CONDITIONS

WRT EN
(Write

Enable)

Indicator Illuminates to indi-

cate write function

may be performed.

Tape reel with write

enable ring installed

mounted on supply

hub.

HI DEN
(High

Density)

Alternate-Action

Pushbutton/Indicator

First actuation (illu-

minated), followed

by FORWARD or RE-

VERSE command,
selects PE mode. Se-

cond actuation (ex-

tinguished), followed

by FORWARD or RE-

VERSE, selects

NRZI.

C-F jumper installed

on control/servo

board.

FORWARD Alternate-Action

Pushbutton/Indicator

Starts/stops tape

forward motion.

Illuminates to indi-

cate transport in

forward mode.

Transport in off-line

mode (ON LINE

indicator extin-

guished).

REVERSE Alternate-Action

Pushbutton/Indicator

Starts/stops tape

reverse motion. Illu-

minates to indicate

transport in reverse

mode.

Transport in off-line

mode (ON LINE

indicator

extinguished).

Table 3-1. Controls and Indicators (Continued)



Figure 3-2. Tape-Threading Path



Figure 3-3. Operating Configuration (Tape Tensioned)



INPUT TYPE FUNCTION

Select (SLTO) Level When true, enables all interface drivers and receivers in

transport, thus connecting transport to controller.

Forward (SFC) Level When true, with transport ready and on line, causes tape

to move forward at specified speed.

Reverse (SRC) Level When true, with transport ready and on line, causes tape

to move in reverse at specified speed.

Rewind (RWC) Pulse With transport ready and on line, this pulse causes tape

to move in reverse at 150 ips to BOT.

Off-Line (OFL) Level or pulse

(min. width,

1 microsecond)

Resets on-line flip-flop to state, placing transport under

manual control.

Write Data
Strobe (WDS)

Pulse (min.,

1 microsecond)

Leading edge triggers code generator in transport.

Write Data
(WD)

9 lines for

9-track

When true from 0.5 microsecond before leading edge to

0.5 microsecond after leading edge of write strobe,

results in recording of flux transition when in NRZI write

mode; in PE, selects flux direction.

Write Enable

(SWS)

Level When true for 20 microseconds, minimum, after leading

edge of FORWARD or REVERSE command, initiates write

mode of operation.

Reset (WARS) Pulse (min.,

1 microsecond)

When true, resets write amplifier circuits on leading edge.

In NRZI mode, purpose is to write LRCC at end of record,

causing all channels to be erased in IRC; in PE, resets

write amplifier.

Data Density

Select (DDS)

Level When true for 20 pi s, minimum, after leading edge of

SFC or SRC command, conditions read electronics to

operate in PE mode. When false for same period, opera-

tion is in NRZI mode.

Overwrite

(OVW)
Level When true, conditions appropriate circuitry, in conjunc-

tion with Write Reset (WRS) pulse, for updating (rewriting)

of select record. Transport must be in write mode.

Table 3-2. Interface Inputs



OUTPUT TYPE FUNCTION

On-Line

(ONL)

Level When true (on-line flip-flop set), transport is under remote

control. When false, transport is under local control.

Read Data
(RDP, RDO-7)

Bits Sampling of RDP, RDO-7 simultaneously (on leading

edge of read data strobe (RDS) in NRZI only) provides

complete data character.

Read Data
Strobe (RDS)

Pulse (3/64 of data

cell, NRZI, 800bpl-)

Provides complete data character when RDP, RDO-7

sampled on trailing edge. (NRZI mode only.)

End of Tape
(EOT)

Level True for duration of EOT tab. Transitions to and from

true state not to be assumed clean.

Density

(DDI)

Level True when transport is set for PE mode.

Ready (RDY) Level True when load sequence is complete and transport is on

line and not rewinding. (Transport ready to receive

remote command.)

Load Point

(LDP)

Level True when BOT tab is under photosensor, initial load se-

quence is complete, and transport is not rewinding.

Rewinding
(RWD)

Level True only when transport is engaged in rewind operation

or load sequence following rewind.

File Protect

(FPT)

Level True when power is on and reel of tape without write

ring is mounted on transport.

NRZI Trans-

port Identifi-

cation (NRZ)

Level (Optional) True when transport is conditioned for NRZI data. False

for phase-encode mode.

7-Track Head
Identifica-

tion

(7TK)

Level

(Optional)

True for 7-track transport; false for 9-track configura-

tion. (Not used.)

Single-Gap

Head Identi-

cation (SGL)

Level (Optional) True when transport has single-gap head; false level

indicates dual-gap head. (Not used.)

Transport

Speed Identi-

fication

(SPEED)

Level (Optional) True when transport has lower of two speeds available in

multiple-transport system.

Table 3-3. Interface Outputs



SECTION IV

THEORY OF OPERATION

4-1. GENERAL

4-2. The basic concepts of digital recording, mag-
netic tape transport applications, and principles of

operation of the Model 100X dual-mode transport

are presented in this section. A thorough knowl-

edge of this section will be of considerable value to

the user in operating and, if necessary, in trouble-

shooting this equipment.

4-3. BASIC CONCEPTS OF
DIGITAL RECORDING

4-4. The use of magnetic tape as a digital record-

ing medium has increased steadily as a result of the

increased use of digital techniques and the increas-

ing versatility and decreasing cost of tape trans-

ports. The digital recording process involves meth-

ods and equipment capable of recording and read-

ing information expressed in a digital (binary) code
(various combinations of 1's and O's).

4-5. DATA RECORDING/READING WITH
MAGNETIC TAPE

4-6. The recording of data on magnetic tape orig-

inates with the input device, whose nine channels

of digital signals are transmitted to the correspond-

ing data channels of the transport. (One of these

channels is the parity channel, which is used to

detect and correct errors. The remaining channels

correspond to actual encoded data to be recorded.)

These signals produce corresponding electrical cur-

rents in the write head of the transport, which, in

turn, produces positive and negative magnetic po-

larities corresponding to the original data and pari-

ty signals in the tracks of the tape passing over it. In

NRZI systems, a binary 1 signal in a given channel

produces a transition from plus to minus (or vice

versa) saturation magnetism (+SAT and —SAT,
Figure 4-1) in its track on the tape, whereas a binary

signal produces no change in magnetism in its

track. In phase-encode writing, a binary 1 signal

produces a transition to the IBC polarity on the

tape when running forward (Figure 4-2); a binary

produces a transition away from IBC.

4-7. As a written tape passes across the magnetic

read head of a transport, the head responds to each

change of flux arriving at its gap and produces a

read voltage waveform for each track such as illus-

trated in Figure 4-1 (NRZI) or Figure 4-2 (PE). (See

paragraph 4-12 for a detailed description of mag-
netic tape recording/reading in the NRZI mode,
paragraph 4-20 for phase-encode.)

4-8. MAJOR TRANSPORT COMPONENTS

4-9. The Cipher Model 100X transport is com-
posed of four main assemblies (Figure 4-3): the

drive assembly, which includes the tape drive

components and the compliance arm system; the

read/write system, consisting of a head assembly

and a dual-mode data board; a control/servo board

containing the transport control circuitry, the reel

and capstan motor servos, and the power supply

regulator circuits; and a power supply, consisting

of the power transformer mounted on the rear of

the mounting plate, the power supply circuit board,

and the front-panel-mounted power switch and in-

dicator. The schematic diagrams in Section VII

should be referred to in studying circuit descrip-

tions presented in this section.

4-10. HEAD ASSEMBLY. The Model 100X dual-

mode transport has a dual-gap head for read-after-

write operation. Track locations, track width, and

gap separation are all IBM-compatible (Table 4-1).

4-11 . A cross-feed shield is provided to reduce the

voltage induced in the read head when writing. The

shield is composed of copper and ferrite flux

blocks cemented to a hinge plate (Section V, Figure

5-3).

4-12. NRZI CODING SYSTEM

4-13. In the NRZI system, recording is carried out

by a saturation current driven through the head in a

direction determined by a flip-flop which toggles

for each 1 bit recorded. The NRZI system requires

the recording of at least one bit for every character.

"Otherwise, in an all-0 character there would be no

indication of the presence of that character.



3INARY DATA 1 1 11 1

n TLJLJI TLR Z (return-to-zero)

NRZ (non-return-to-zero)

NRZI (non-return-to-zero-interrupt)

HEAD CURRENT
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-I SAT

TAPE MAGNETISM

+(DSAT

©SAT

READ VOLTAGE

Figure 4-1. Magnetic Recording Waveforms
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Figure 4-2. Phase-Encoded Tape Magnetization
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Figure 4-3. Transport Organization



FUNCTION SPECIFICATION

Track Locations 0.055 (±0.001) inch, center to center

Effective Track Width

. Parallelism

\ Cap Separation (Write-Read)

Write: 0.044 (±0.001) inch

Read: 0.040 (±0.001) inch

±200 microinches (write to read)

0.150 (±0.005) inch

Gap Line Azimuth Per

Section

Gap Scatter Per Section

±150 microinches maximum from reference perpendicular

to mounting surface

100 microinches, maximum

Crosstalk

Read

Voltage Induced in Read
Winding While Writing at

800 bpi, 12.5 ips, and up

2%, maximum, of nominal
read voltage

5%, maximum, of read voltage

Write Current (100%
saturation)

40 mA, NRZI
20 ma, PE

Read Voltage

Self Erasure (Read Signal

Reduction After 10 Passes)

30 mV (typical) at 45 ips

10% maximum

Erase Current 50 mA

Table 4-1. Head Specifications

4-14^ In the IBM system nine-track tape, a mod-
ified ASCII code is used. (See Figure 4-4.) Parity in

the nine-track, 800-bpi system is always odd. With
this system, when programmed properly, it is possi-

ble to write data in the binary mode. Two four-bit

numerics per byte may be written, with a conse-
quent doubling of effective data rate.

4-15. LONGITUDINAL REDUNDANCY CHECK
CHARACTER (LRCC). A longitudinal parity bit is

written at the end of each record. This character is

written by the return of the write head current to

the reference condition. Since the reference condi-

tion is established before the first character of the

record and reestablished by writing of the LRCC, an
even number of 1 bits is written in each track for

each record. As the tape is read, the number of Vs
read in each track is counted. If the sum is odd, an
error is indicated. The LRCC is spaced four charac-

ter spaces from the end of the block.

4-16. CYCLIC REDUNDANCY CHECK CHARAC-
TER (CRCC). Nine-track, 800-bpi tapes include a

CRCC located at the end of each record before the

LRCC. The CRCC is generated by application of a

complex equation of the data within the block. This

character makes the probability of an undetected

error almost zero. The CRCC may be used with the

computer read function to determine which track

contains the error.

4-17. The information supplied by the CRCC,
combined with that of the LRCC and vertical parity,

may be used to correct detected errors. Errors in-

volving more than one track within the same record

are detected but not correctable.

4-18. LOST-CHARACTER CHECK. The system in-

corporates a lost-character check which detects,

during reading, the loss of a complete byte. A byte

is assumed lost if the time between bytes is longer
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NOTES

3.

Tape shown with oxide side down; NRZI
recording. Bit produced by reversal of flux

polarity. Tape fully saturated with each
direction.

Tape to be fully saturated in erased direc-

tion in initial gap and inter-record gap; tape
to be magnetized so that rim end of tape
is north-seeking pole.

CRCC: cyclic redundancy check char-

acter. Parity of CRCC determined by num-
ber of data characters in record. Odd

number of data character, even CRCC,
etc. CRCC used only in System 360, 8(K)

bpi. CRCC spaced four bits from data

characters.

LRCC: longitudinal redundancy check

character, always odd parity. Spaced

four bits from CRCC.

Parity bit: vertical parity bit written for

each character containing even number
of bits.

Figure 4-4. Nine-Track Data Fotmat

than normal but not long enough for check charac-
ter spacing.

4-19. The lost-character requirement limits the

instantaneous variation of byte spacing on the tape
being read. With the Cipher Model 100X transport,

a byte spacing tolerance well within the limits set

by the lost-character check is assured.

4-20. PHASE-ENCODE SYSTEM

4-21. Phase-encoded (PE) recording offers several

advantages over other types, most important of

which are the reduced possibility of losing data
because of inadequate signal strength (making
practical low read thresholds) and the fact that

each track is self clocking, reducing skew prob-
lems. Operation is in a nine-track mode only. Basic

features of the PE system (in forward direction) are

as follows (Figure 4-2):

a. There must be a change of tape polarity

between data bits of the same polarity

(consecutive 1 or bits) at phase time.

c.

d.

e.

There must be a change of tape polarity

at each data bit time.

There must not be a change of tape po-
larity at phase time between 1 and bits.

A change of tape polarity at bit time,
when reading forward, to IBC level is a

1; away from IBG, a 0.

The PE transport records and reads data
at a density of 1600 bits per inch (bpi).

4-22. For clarification, the term "change of polar-
ity" is also referred to as a flux change or flux rever-

sal. As noted above, there must be a flux reversal

with each data bit, whether it be a or 1 . Therefore,
1600 bpi equates to a minimum of 1600 frpi in any
given channel. (This would occur in the case of al-

ternate and 1 bits.) The maximum case would oc-
cur with consecutive or 1 bits, resulting in 3200
frpi. The flux reversal at each bit time accounts for

the self-clocking feature of PE writing.
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each character containing even number
of bits.

Figure 4-4. Nine-Track Data Fotmat

than normal but not long enough for check charac-

ter spacing.

4-19. The lost-character requirement limits the

instantaneous variation of byte spacing on the tape
being read. With the Cipher Model 100X transport,

a byte spacing tolerance well within the limits set

by the lost-character check is assured.

4-20. PHASE-ENCODE SYSTEM

4-21. Phase-encoded (PE) recording offers several

advantages over other types, most important of

which are the reduced possibility of losing data
because of inadequate signal strength (making
practical low read thresholds) and the fact that

each track is self clocking, reducing skew prob-

lems. Operation is in a nine-track mode only. Basic

features of the PE system (in forward direction) are

as follows (Figure 4-2):

a. There must be a change of tape polarity

between data bits of the same polarity

(consecutive 1 or bits) at phase time.

b. There must be a change of tape polarity

at each data bit time.

c. There must not be a change of tape po-
larity at phase time between 1 and bits.

d. A change of tape polarity at bit time,
when reading forward, to IBG level is a

1; away from IBG, a 0.

e. The PE transport records and reads data
at a density of 1600 bits per inch (bpi).

4-22. For clarification, the term "change of polar-

ity" is also referred to as a flux change or flux rever-

sal. As noted above, there must be a flux reversal

with each data bit, whether it be a or 1 . Therefore,
1600 bpi equates to a minimum of 1600 frpi in any
given channel. (This would occur in the case of al-

ternate and 1 bits.) The maximum case would oc-
cur with consecutive or 1 bits, resulting in 3200
frpi. The flux reversal at each bit time accounts for

the self-clocking feature of PE writing.



4-23. FORMATTING. Phase-encode formatting is

illustrated in Figure 4-5. The format includes an

inter-record gap (IRG) and file gap (FG), a data

generation and file mark, and an identification

burst. A block of PE data is preceded and imme-

diately followed by a burst of bytes designated pre-

amble and postamble, respectively. The sequence

for a block of PE data is as follows:

a. Forty bytes of all O's (including the parity

bit).

b. One byte of all 1's (including the parity

bit).

c. Data bytes.

d. One byte of all 1's.

e. Forty bytes of all O's.

4-24. A phase-encoded tape requires an identifi-

cation burst of 1600 frpi in the P channel and

erasure in all other channels at the beginning of the

tape. The burst must begin at least 1 .7 inches ahead

of the leading edge of the beginning of tape (BOT)

marker and extend beyond the trailing edge of the

marker. The load gap requirements are the same as

those for NRZI, except that the 0.5-inch minimum

gap is referenced from the identification burst. The

typical distance for a load gap is 3.75 inches.

4-25. The PE file mark or tape mark consists of a

minimum of 64, maximum of 256, flux reversals at

3200 frpi, written in channels 2, 6, and 7, with chan-

nels 1, 3, and 4 dc erased. Channels 0, 5, and P, in

any combination, may be dc erased or recorded the

same as channels 2, 6, and 7.

4-26. DUAL-MODE DATA PWB THEORY (Draw-

ing No. 354040-300)

4-27. CONTROL SECTION (Sheet 5). The data

board control section consists of the following cir-

cuits:

a Read threshold offset voltage.

b. PE or NRZI selection.

c. Transport select.

d. Voltage regulators.

e. Write voltage control.

4-28. The threshold circuitry selects a high read

threshold when writing. RTH2 selects an extra low

read threshold, which is helpful for reading old

tapes. The threshold voltages are determined by

resistors R14, R15, R25, and R20. The voltage varies

in relation to S2 (4-11), S2 (5-10), ITThI, and WEAD.

4-29. The transistor driven by U17-12 allows some

current to be shunted to ground through R16. This

transistor is on for PE operation, and current being

shunted in this manner will reduce the gain of

U16-1 by a factor of two-thirds. The outputs of U16

cause the threshold detector of each channel to

have a negative or positive offset, depending on

whether TH- or TH+ is the input. The highest

threshold can be obtained by closing both S2 (4-11)

and S2 (5-10). When both switches are open, the

lower threshold will be selected. With S2 (4-11)

closed and S2 (5-10) open, normal threshold detec-

tion is used.

4-30. WRITE VOLTAGE CONTROL (Sheet 5). Con-

trol for the write voltage circuit is provided by the

low-true NOR gate U114-8. When WTEST or the

output of exclusive OR-gate U108-8 goes low,

U92-4 goes low. This low causes Q5 to start con-

ducting. The large capacitor, C103, gives the circuit

a Miller integrator configuration. C103 charges to

-f 12V through Q5. L4, which consists of ferrite

beads, filters the switching noise to prevent it from

being applied to the write circuitry. Zener diode

CR4 allows the write circuitry to be used with both

high- and low-speed tape heads without changing

resistor values in the write-head drivers. The high-

speed head requires more current, which is pro-

vided by closing of SW3 (2-7); this increases the cur-

rent by about 50%. The write voltage is supplied to

the center tap of the write head.

4-31. Q2 senses the voltage from the center taps

of the write head, starts conducting, and supplies

current for the erase bar, P21-H. Q6 and Q4 form a

protection circuit to eliminate glitches from the

write head when the transport is being powered up

initially. This could cause data to be erased during

the power-on sequence, as in the case of a file-

protected tape. Initially, Q4 is on. As the +12 volts

increases, the voltage divider action of R284 and

R283 will cause the base emitter junction of Q6 to

become back-biased, and Q6 will turn off. With Q4
on, the base of Q5 will not become negative

enough to turn on Q5.

4-32. VOLTAGE REGULATORS. There are two

voltage regulators supplied on the board. Model

70X, 80X, and 100X tape transports supply +15
volts to the data board. The regulators are used to

reduce the ±15 volts to a regulated ±12 volts.

4-33. CONTROL SIGNALS. RUN comes from the

control/power board as a low true signal. It passes

through inverter U21-4 and triggers a one-shot
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multivibrator, U2. U2-4 provides a positive, 5-^s

pulse.

4-34. This pulse will clock D-type flip-flop U18.

The D input is dependent upon the control signal,

HIDEN, v^hich comes from the control/pov^/er PWB
also. Since HIDEN is low tru e, it cau ses the data

PWB to be PE selected. When HIDEN is high false,

it initiates the NRZ mode of operation.

4-35. PE OR NRZI SELECTION. Switches S2 (8-7)

and S2 (9-6) force density selection for test pu r-

poses. When both sections of S2 are open, NRZ is

low true. If S2 (9-6) is closed, NRZ will be high false,

which causes the PWB to operate in a P E mode.
When S2 (7-8) is closed, the control signal HIDEN
will control remotely the operable mode of the

data electronics.

4-36. WRITE DATA SECTION. The write data sec-

tion of the dual-mode PWB consists of the follow-

ing:

a. Write input register.

b. NRZI write deskewing circuitry.

c. WDS and WARS generation circuitry.

d. Write output register.

e. Tape head drivers.

4-37. Referring to Figure 4-6 and sheet 1 of the

schematic diagram. Drawing No. 354040-300, the

theory presented herein is based on channel P but

is applicable also to the eight additional channels.

The write data interface lines at connector PI 02

have 220/330-ohm input terminators that provide

impedance matching and serve as pull-up resistors

for the transmitters at the other end of the data

cable. U112-12, a hysteresis receiver. Is used to buf-

fer the data lines. The write input register, U105, Is

used to store the Incoming data from the Interface.

The data is latched Into the write input register

when Write Strobe (WSTRB) occurs. Referring to

sheet 5 of the schematic, the Write Data Strobe

(WDS) is brought from the formatter/controller. Its

frequency is equal to the data rate in the NRZI
mode and twice the data rate In the PE mode.

NRZI WDS frequency= speed X 800 bpl

PE WDS frequency= 2 X speed X 1600 bpl

Data rate= speed X bit density

4-38. The WPS enters the data board at P102-A

and propagates through U112-6. R259 and C1 13

provide noise filtering before the WDS fires the

one-shot multivibrator, U115-12. The outpu t will be

a negative 100-ns pulse, which becomes WSTRB
and clocks write input register U112. The exclusive

OR gate, U108-3, causes the write input register to

operate as a toggling J-K flip-flop in the NRZI mode
for each 1 bit or follow the data bits (Vs or O's) in

the PE mode, similar in operation to a D-type flip-

flop. The control signal, Phase Encode (PE), will

direct the exclusive OR gate as to the mode of

operation.

4-39. The write output register (U99) will be
clocked each transition time and will store the data

from the write input register, U105. The clock for

U99 is derived basically from the WDS also. The
output of U115-12 (sheet 5) also goes to the low

true NOR gate, U114-4. The output of U114-6 wil l

be a negative 100-ns pulse designated CYCLE P

This signal will initialize the operation of the NRZI
write deskewing circuit.

4-40. NRZI Write Deskewing Circuit. This feature

of the data PWB eliminates the need for nine ad-

justable one-shot multivibrators. The NRZI deskew-

ing circuits make allowance for the gap scatter

present in the write head. Electronically, the

writing of each track is adjusted so that the final

result is a precise vertical character written on the

tape.

4-41. The circuit consists of a voltage-controlled

oscillator, U89; synchronous, four-bit counter,

U91; and a 256-bit, bipolar, programmable ROM
(32 X 8 PROM), U90. The output frequency of

the oscillator is controlled by the external

capacitor, C92, which is chosen to match the tape

transport speed; the resistor divider consisting of

R213 and R212 restricts the frequency range of

operation. U89-6 is the chip Enable input and goes

low when the CYCLE P signal asynchronously clears

the four -bit counter. The counter controls the ad-

dress inputs of the PROM. The output of the PROM
is all Vs, except for the specific channel that is be-

ing written. Channel 2 has a fixed count of eight,

provided by exclusive OR gate U109-8. (Channel 2

was picked as the reference channel because it is

the center track of the write head.)

4-42. The clock for the counter is supplied by the

oscillator. The counter will count from through

15; at this time, the carry output of the counter will

disable the oscillator at U89-6. The counter in-

crements on the positive edge of the clock, and the

PROM writes on the negative edge. The write skew
should hold near 6% of the byte time. (The PROMs

4-9
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are serialized with the tape head assembly, and

they are replaced as a pair if the need arises

)

4-43. There are four write head drivers following

the write output register. The inner two head
drivers are used for both PE and NRZI operation,

while the outer two head drivers are used only for

NRZI operation. P21-N and P21-K are attached to

the write head winding with center taps (shown on
sheet 5 of the schematic) P21-A. B, D, E, j. M, R, U,

X. The control signal, NRZ VCC, is enabled by Q3,
which activates the two head drivers, U96-10 and
U96-14.

read signal from the tape head is offset approx-

imately -12 mV by the resistor divider network,

R262 and R263 This is accomplished by connection
of the center tap of the read head to this resistive

divider. One end of the read head winding is left

disconnected, and the other end is tied to the input

of the amplifier. (The reason for offsetting the input

is to eliminate the crossover distortion commonly
present on the output of 709 operational

amplifiers This type of distortion cannot be
tolerated in the reading of phase-encode data.)

After amplification, the offset voltage will be ap-

proximately -2.5 volts. Capacitor C60 blocks the dc
offset from the input of U33-3.

4-44. In the NRZI mode, an extra interface signal

is required to write the longitudinal redundancy
check character (LRCC) eight character spaces
after the last data character. This signal is called

Write Amplifier Reset (WARS) and enters the data

board at P102-C. After propagating through U112-8,

it is noise filtered by R258 and C1 12. The oneshot
multivibrator, U115-4, outputs a negative 100-ns

pulse to U114-3. This generates the clock for the

write output registers. The WARS pulse also passes

through U1 12-10 and U1 14-1 2 to give the signal.

Clear Write Buffer (CLRWB). This pulse is applied

to the Direct Clear inputs of the nine write input

registers and sets them to a reference condition

awaiting the next data character. The reference

condition ensures erasure of the tape in the inter-

record gap.

4-45. READ SECTION (Figure 4-7 and Sheet 2.

Drawing No. 354040-300). The read section of the

dual-mode data PWB consists of the following cir-

cuits:

a. Nine read amplifiers (PE or NRZI).

b. Signal threshold detection.

c. Phase-encode envelope detection.

d. NRZI Read Data strobe generation.

e. Read output register.

4-47. The second stage of amplification is a

TL082, JFET, input operational amplifier whose
characteristics include high input impedance, unity

gain bandwidth, internal frequency compensation,
continuous short-circuit protection, and low input

bias and offset currents. The amplifier has a read

gain potentiometer in the feedback circuit. The
gain can vary from unity to 11 over a speed range

of 12.5 to 125 ips, even with the different read

heads The higher the transport speed, the less the

gain required. Therefore, with the lowest gain there

will be the greatest bandwidth at 125 ips. High read

gain and narrow bandwidth are needed for op-

timum performance at 12.5 ips. The adjustment of

R203 through R211 is the only read gain adjustment
for both PE and NRZI operation. This adjustment
can best be made by writing all 1's at 800 bpi

(NRZI), monitoring TP-30 through TP-38, and setting

the signal level for 8 volts peak-to-peak.

4-48. The next stage, U33-7, is a low-pass, active

filter. The low-pass elements are R62, R61, and the

two capacitors, which change with speed, on
header A6. Capacitor C59 and resistor R92 help to

maintain a low-input offset voltage. The output of

the low-pass filter goes to threshold detectors U27
and comparator U30-7. In the signal path to the

comparator is a differentiator consisting of A6 (8-7)

and R54. The signal path through R51 goes to the in-

puts of the dual-voltage comparator, type LM319.
The other input to the U27 comparator is tied to the

read threshold circuit.

4-46. The read section theory presented herein

pertains specifically to the P channel but is ap>-

plicable to all nine read channels. The first read

amplifier (U80) has an approximate gain of 200, a

bandwidth of 700 kHz, external frequency compen-
sation, and no crossover distortion. The gain is set

by R60 and R63, in the feedback circuit of the

general-purpose 709 operational amplifier. The

4-49. Threshold detectors U27-7 and U27-12 each

have a dc offset voltage tied to U27-10, which is

TH-, and U27-4, which is the TH-h, respectively.

The two threshold voltages are set by U16 and

associated circuitry (sheet 5 of the schematic). The
read signal output of U33-7 is compared with the

threshold reference, and when the positive read

signal exceeds the threshold offset, U27-7 will go
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high. If NRZI mode is selected, the high will be
transferred as a low by U31-6. Exclusive OR-gate
U37-3 has the input condition of U37-1, which is

high, and U37-2 is the low when the read signal is a

positive peak at U33-7. Thus, the output of U37-3
will be high.

4-50. If the read signal input to U27-9 is a negative

peak, then U27-7 would stay low and the state at

U37-2 would be high. Hence, the output at U37-3
would be low. The output of the exclusive OR-gate
has the characteristic that the signal transition is in

the same direction (negative-going) for both
positive and negative peaks of the NRZI read

signal.

4-51. The next group of components in the signal

path consists of R45, A1 (1-14), and R39, which pro-

vide filtering action for the switching noise created

by low-pass filter U30-7. The signal is inverted and
delayed slightly before going to the clock input of

U26-3, a D-type flip-flop. The initial condition of

U26-6 is low.

4-52. Low true NOR gate U31-3 provides the D in-

put to U26-2. Whenever data has been detected,

U31-3 goes high. The signal goes through two in-

verters and is integrated by R43 and the capacitor

on header A1 (7-8). Once the threshold of hysteresis

gate U25-5 is reached, the input to D-type flip-flop

U26-2 goes low. When the D-latch is clocked, out-

put U26-6 goes high.

4-53. The Interface, P103-1, is driven by a power
buffer NOR-gate with open-collector output. When
either input to U35 goes high, a low is transferred to

the interface and Interpreted as a 1 bit. The inter-

face remains low until CLRO clears flip-flop U26.

When reading a In the NRZI mode, the D flip-flop

Is clocked, but the D Input, U26-2, Is high. Hence,

output U26-6 remains low, and the output of NOR
gate U35-4 stays high. A high logic level at the inter-

face Is interpreted as a bit.

gate U35-4 will go low Just the opposite is true for

a bit. The output of U25-8 is the channel
envelope detect output for the PE mode, Data In

Channel - Phase Encode (XINCHIP).

4-55. The nine-channel envelope detect signals go
to U23-1 (sheet 5), an analog majority gate. The
analog voltage is varied for some channels by the
different resistor values on input U23-3. Channel P

has a lOK-ohm resistor, R34, in series for detection
of the identification burst. Note also that channels
3, 6, and 7 have 33K-ohm resistors in series with the
input; thus, a file mark will enable the circuit also.

U23-1 will slew to a positive level after two or three
bits have passed through the read channels. This

high is passed through some subsequent logic to

give control signal PESEL, which enables AND gate
U24-9 (sheet 1).

4-56. NRZI Read Gate and RDS Generation (Sheet

5, Drawing No. 354040300). All nine channels
generate a signal BITINCH (P-7), which means a

NRZI 1 bit has been detected in the respective

channel. The first channel to detect data will cause
U4-9 to go high. U4 and U13 are configured as a

latch, which is reset at CLRO time. The high at U4-9
goes to the D input of U8-6. U8-9 is clocked by a

signal generated from Y1, the crystal oscillator, and
is 64 times the data rate in the NRZI mode. The
high on the D input is transferred to the Q output,

U8-7, at clock time. Note that U8 would be dis-

abled when the data board is PE selected, because
a low would be presented on the clear input, U8-1.

In the NRZI mode, U8 is enabled. When the Q out-

put is high, the two counters, U12 and U15, are

allowed to start counting the clock pulses applied

to their clock inputs. Prior to this, the counters are

loaded with a set count. The operation of the

switches on the lead inputs is as follows: both open,

read gate = 12% of byte time; SW1 (1-16) open,

SW1 (2-15) closed, read gate = 25% of byte time;

SW1 (1-16) closed, SW1 (2-15) open, read gate =
37% of byte time; both closed, read gate = 50% of

byte time.

4-54. AND gate U24-8 Is used to pass the phase-

encode data. The Input, U24-9, is the control signal

Phase Encode Select (PESEL), which is high true for

PE operation. The other Input. U24-10, Is high when
data has been detected In the channel. Low true

NOR gate U31-3 goes high and Is Inverted by
U28-12. Capacitor A1 (6-9) was initially charged to

+ 5 volts. After about two bit cells of the preamble,
A1 (6-9) is sufficiently discharged to cause U25-8 to

go high. For a 1 bit, U24-11 will be high, and NOR

4-57. When the carry output of U15-15 goes high,

the next clock pulse will cause the D-type flip-flop,

U8-15, to store this high. Two clock times then

elapse before U5-12 goes low. On the third clock,

U8-10 goes high and, with NRZI selected, U9-3 out-

puts the Read Data Strobe (RDS) to the formatter.

The fourth clock time after U15-15 went high ini-

tiates CLRO, which clears the NRZI read output

registers. At CLRO time, the U4-9, U13-6 latch is

reset. This latch will now wait for the next BITINCH
signal to go true at the next byte time.



4-58 TEST SECTION The test section of the dual-

mode data board consists of the following circuits:

a. Crystal oscillator.

b. Two 16-bit counters.

c. Read skew indicator.

d. Switch settings.

4-59. With the Cipher dual-mode data PWB, it is

possible to write all 1's on a tape without the use of

external test equipment. There is a visual indication

of out-of-tolerance read skew, and a variety of DIP

switch settings is available to aid the technician in

troubleshooting.

4-60. The test circuitry is shown on sheet 5, Draw-

ing No. 354040-300. The crystal, Y1, supplies the

clock for two counters, U11 and U7. Each counter

contains four flip-flops and a divide-by-eight

counter. When SW1 (3-14) is closed, the crystal

oscillator frequency will be supplied to the NRZI
Read Data Strobe generation circuit and to the

divideby-eight counter clock input, U11-1. When
SW1 (4-13) is closed, the crystal frequency will be

divided in half before application to the above cir-

cuits. Closing of SW1 (5-12) will provide the proper

WDS frequency to test write 3200 fci for PE testing.

Closing of SW1 (6-11) will provide the proper data

rate to test write 800 fci for NRZI testing. When
SW1 (8-9) is closed, the write head and erase bar

current are enabled.

CAUTION

Closure of push button SW4
bypasses all file-protect circuits.

To protect test tapes or other

needed recorded data, ensure
that this switch is open when tape

erasure is not desired.

4-61. All tapes will be written with this SW-4
closed. This switch also provides control signal

W TEST,«which goes to the Direct Set inputs of the

write input registers shown on sheet 1. The output
of the write input registers is such that all 1's are

written on the tape.

4-62. The clock for the write output registers is

supplied by the output of the second counter, U7.

The clock is passed through U10-4, U13-3, and
U114-5 to generate CYCLE P.

4-63. Another feature of the dual-mode data

board is the skew indicator. The one-shot

multivibrator, U2, will detect a skew overflow. U2
fires whenever U18-5 goes high, and another

BITINCH signal sets the U4-U13 latch after the

latch has been reset by a high setting of U8-2.

Deskewing of even just one channel will cause the

LED indicator to illuminate.

4-64. Closing of SW1 (7-10) allows TP-10 to display

the read skew waveform. This will show the read

skew within 10% of a byte time for normal opera-

tion. The switch should be left open for NRZI
operation.

4-65. CONTROL LOGIC STATE DECODER

4-66. The state decoder, U44, on the control/servo

board, is a 3 to 8-bit decoder which provides trans-

port status data to the various command control

circuits in the control logic. These transport config-

uration levels are used to enable and disable gates

in the transport's control logic, thus maintaining

the proper sequence of commands and preventing

improper commands.

4-67. There are eight outputs, representing eight

possible logic configurations, one of which must be

low at all times (Figure 4-8). Three inputs to the

decoder determine its output state. These inputs

are received from the Q outputs of three J-K flip-

flops: U38B, U38A, and U39A. These low or high

values are the same as those present on the j inputs

of the flip-flops immediately before the clock pulse

is received from U46B. The transfer of these values

is triggered by the low-going edge of the clock

pulse. The decoder maintains each state until the

next one is clocked in.

4-68. STATE 0, STANDBY. This is the initial state

that follows the application of power to the trans-

port as well as the reset state. The power-on reset

circuit of Q12 and Q13 works in conjunction with

C5 and R5 on the power supply board to delay the

resetting of the J-K flip-flops until all other logic cir-

cuits are stable. The power-on Reset line to U43B
goes low, causing a low to be supplied via U37E to

the Direct Clear inputs on the three j-K flip-flops,

U38B, U38A, and U39A. This causes their Q outputs

to go low, which sets the decoder to the standby

state. U43B can also be triggered to produce a RE-

SET command by a broken tape or by tripping of

the compliance arm limit switches.

4^9. STATE 1, STOP. This state results from the

first action of the LOAD control (A2) on the front



panel. The servo system and drive motors are ener-

gized, causing the tape to be tensioned, but motion

commands are not enabled. See Figure 4-9.

4-70. The state decoder's digital 4 and 2 inputs re-

main at U, as originally set in the standby state. All

inputs to U29C and U43A remain high.

4-71. Since the BOT and Load inputs to U23C are

not true, the level of U23C into U29A is high. The

Rev^ind level into U29A is also high. Since the logic

is in the standby state, the standby level is true, or

low. This low input to U29A causes its output to be

high and makes the J input of U38B high. Actuation

of the LOAD control (A2) triggers the internal logic

clock pulse generator (U46B), causing the high to

be transferred from the J input to the Q output of

U38B. In this manner, the digital 1 input of the state

decoder is set to 1. This binary code (001) is the

stop state and causes the Stop line to become true.

U46A is triggered and provides an inhibit pulse,

allowing the retractor time to get to the down posi-

tion.

4-72. STATE 2, LOAD. Actuation of the LOAD
control a second time starts the tape moving for-

ward to the load point. When the BOT tab is sensed

by the photosensor assembly, tape motion ceases

and the transport enters the ready state.

4-73. The state decoder's digital 4 input remains

at as originally set in the standby state. Actuation

of the LOAD control while the transport is in the

stop state causes the LOAD control input to U43A
to go low. Since the other three inputs remain high,

the output of U43A goes high. This is applied to the

J input of U38A, where it is stored as a binary 1 un-

til the flip-flop is clocked. This will become the dig-

ital 2 input to the state decoder.

o

\>
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Figure 4-8. State Decoder
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4-74. The three inputs to U29A are high, causing

its output to be low. This low is applied to the J in-

put of U38B, where it is stored as a binary until

clocking. This will be the digital 1 input to the state

decoder. Actuation of the LOAD control also trig-

gers the internal logic clock pulse generator, which
introduces a slight delay to allow for loading of the

J-K flip-flops. The clock pulse transfers the binary

code stored at the J inputs to the Q outputs of the

j-K flip-flops, where they serve to set the state

decoder. This binary code (010) is the load state,

which causes the Load line to become true.

4-75, STATE 3, READY. Sensing of the BOT tab

during the load sequence places the transport in

the ready state. The logic circuitry can now accept

both local and remote motion commands when
other criteria are met. (See paragraphs 4-91 through

4-107.)

4-76. When the BOT tab is sensed during the load

sequence, the BOT line becomes true and is ap-

plied to U23C as a high level. The load level is in-

verted by U23D and is also applied to U23C as a

high level. With these two inputs high, the output

of U23C goes low and is applied to U29A. Because
the transport is not in the standby or rewind state,

the remaining inputs are high. Thus, the output of

U29A goes~high and is applied to the j injput ot

U38B to await clocking. This is the digital 1 input to

the state decoder. The digital 2 and 4 inputs remain

the same as in the load state.

4-77. The internal logic clock pulse generator is

triggered by the output of U40C, which goes low

when the BOT tab is sensed. The state decoder is

now in the ready state (binary code Oil).

4-78. STATE 4, REWIND. Either a remote or local

REWIND command rewinds the tape onto the sup-

ply reel until the BOT tab is sensed. At this point,

the decoder cycles through the delay and load

states to the ready state. Actuation of the local RE-

WIND control (A4) will then unload the tape.

4-79. The remote REWIND command gate, U6C,
requires the transport to be on line, selected, in the

ready state, and not at BOT. The low output of U6C
is used to actuate U30D, which triggers the internal

logic clock pulse generator, U46B. This, in turn,

clocks the J-K flip-flops controlling the state

decoder, U44.

4-80. The local rewind control gate, U20C, re-

quires the transport to be off line and in either the

stop, ready, or load state. The low output of U20C
also actuates U30D and clocks the j-K flip-flops, as

in the remote sequence.

4-81. The state decoder's digital 4 input is a

binary 1 during rewind, since two of the inputs to

U29C are held high and the Rewind input is

switched low. All inputs to U43A and U29A are

held high, resulting in presentation of a binary to

the state decoder's digital 2 and digital 1 inputs.

This binary code 100 represents the rewind state.

4-82. STATE 5, DELAY. The transport continues to

rewind tape onto the supply reel until the BOT tab
is sensed. At this point, the BOT lines go true,

changing the state decoder input to binary 101, the

delay state. This delay allows the transport to come
to a complete stop before a new motion command
is accepted.

4-83. With the Delay lines true, the state decoder
input becomes binary 010, the load state. With the

Load lines true the binary code becomes Oil, the

ready state. The transport will now accept motion
commands. Actuation of the REWIND control at

this time unloads the tape.

4-84. STATE 6, UNLOAD. With the transport in

the ready state, actuation of the REWIND control

changes the state decoder's binary input to 110, the

unload state. When the last of the leader has

passed through the photosensor, both the BOT and
EOT sensors are activated. These two signals are

ANDed at U22C and used to actuate the reset gate,

U43B. This Reset pulse is applied to the Direct

Clear inputs of the three state decoder flip-flops,

setting their Q outputs low. This forms the binary

code 000, returning the transport to the standby
state.

4-85. STATE 7, RESET. A logic error creating an
undefined state in which binary code 111 is pre-

sented to the state decoder results in the reset

state. The Reset line goes low, actuating the reset

gate, U43B. The high output of U43B is inverted by
U37E and routed to the Direct Clear inputs of the

three state decoder flip-flops, U39A, U38A, and
U38B. This makes their Q outputs low, forming a bi-

nary 000 input to the decoder and returning the

logic to the standby state.

4-86. The high output of U43B is also inverted by
U37F and used to disable transistor Q16. When Q16
is turned off, the ground normally supplied to the

reel motor relay, K2 (on the reel servo portion of

the control/servo board), is removed. When K2 is

deenergized, both reel motors are placed in their

dynamic braking states, and the motors are main-
tained in a deenergized condition until a new com-
mand is issued. In addition, if the transport is in the

on-line mode, initiation of the reset state will return

it to the off-line mode.



4-87. COMMAND LOGIC

4-88. There are two methods of commanding
transport operation: manually, by means of the

front panel controls, when the transport is in the

off-line mode; and remotely, when the transport is

in the on-line mode and is being controlled by com-
puter-generated signals. A J-K flip-flop, U39B,

determines the on-line status of the transport. See

Figure 4-10.

4-89. The external OFF LINE command, applied at

J101-L and enabled by the Select and Ready levels

at NAND gate U12D, sets the on-line/off-line flip-

flop, U39B, to the off-line state. This OFF LINE
command is applied to U39B as a Direct Clear re-

set. When low, U39B is effectively locked in the

off-line mode, and the front panel control (A3) will

have no effect.

4-90. The ON LINE control/indicator (A3) provides

a clock pulse to U39B, which is gated through

U12A when the system is not in the standby mode.
In switching from the off-line to the on-line mode,
the high level appearing on the off-line circuit and
connected to the j input of U39B is transferred

across to the Q output when the clock pulse is

received, thus making the on-line circuit high. In

switching from on-line to off-line, the low level ap-

pearing on the off-line circuit is transferred from
the J input to the Q output when U39B is clocked,

thus making the on-line circuit low.

4-91. FORWARD COMMAND CIRCUIT

4-92. Forward tape motion may be commanded
by the FORWARD pushbutton on the local control

panel when the transport is in the off-line status.

Forward tape motion may also be commanded re-

motely, through the interface, when the transport is

on. line. NOR gate U41 B is the link between these

two control sources (Figure 4-11).

4-93. REMOTE FORWARD COMMAND. The re-

mote FORWARD command is a low level applied

to pin C of J101. U1, pin 9, and U2, pin 6, supply a

positive collector voltage to this line for the user's

output device. Inverter U4B inverts the negative

logic input to provide a high true to the two-input

NAND gate, U14B. The second high input required

by U14B is the Command Gate Enable level derived

from the three-input NAND gate, U6A. U6A re-

quires all three inputs to be high: the On-Line level

from U39B, the Ready level from state decoder
U44, and the Select level from U21C. When these

conditions are met, the output of U6A goes low.

This low level is inverted by U4A and fed to U14B,
thus enabling it. The low true output of U14B is

routed to the two-input NOR gates, U41 B and U8D.

4-94. The low input to U8D causes its output to go
high and trigger the monostable multivibrator, U48.

U48 is used to clock the overwrite and write enable

flip-flops, U16A and B. The low input to NOR gate

U41 B causes its output to be high. This high is the

true condition of the FORWARD command level

and is discussed further following the description

of local FORWARD command.

4-95. LOCAL FORWARD COMMAND. The switch

portion of alternate-action pushbutton/indicator

A7 applies a high, when actuated, to NAND gate

U25B. U25B requires two additional inputs to be

high: the Ready level from the state decoder (U44)

and the Off-Line level from J-K flip-flop U39B.

When these conditions are met, the output of U25B
goes low, the true state. U31 F inverts this level and
applies it as a true high input to the two-input

NAND gate, U41A. If the EOT output of U22D is

also high, the output of U41A becomes true and is

applied to NOR gate U41B as a low, thus enabling

it.

4-96. The true output of U41B is high. This high

level is applied to NAND gate U50A. If the reverse

level applied to inverter U49A is low (false), its out-

put becomes high and enables U50A. This com-
mand redundancy prevents issuance of simulta-

neous commands for both FORWARD and RE-

VERSE. The low output of U50A or U50B generates

the Forward (Reverse) and Run signals, respective-

ly, that control the capstan drive logic.

4-97. CAPSTAN DRIVER. The Forward and Run

signals are ANDed at U303B on the capstan driver

portion of the circuitry. The low (true) output of

U303B is inverted by U304A and used to activate

the forward switch driver, Q309. This, in turn, acti-

vates the forward switch, Q301. A positive refer-

ence voltage is provided by zener diode CR301.

This reference is stabilized at 6.2 volts by the

amplifier circuit of U301A. The positive 6.2-volt

output of U301A is routed to the inverting input of

U301 B to provide the negative reference level for

the reverse and rewind circuits. This positive output

is also routed through the forward speed adjust po-

tentiometer, R312, and the forward switch, Q301,

to the inverting input of U305A. (See Figure 4-12.)

Amplifier U305A serves to isolate the forward/re-

verse command circuit from the ramp-shaping cir-

cuit. Its output is a negative voltage level for the

forward mode and is routed through the ramp ad-

just potentiometer, R333, to switch Q312. Q311,

the rewind switch, is off during forward and reverse

operation.

4-98. Switch Q312 is controlled by the flip-flop

circuit of U302C and D. With the Run input true
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(high) and the Rewind input false (high), the output

of the flip-flop at U302D is low. This low is inverted

by U304B and used to activate switch driver Q307,

which, in turn, activates switch Q312. The output of

Q312 is applied to the inverting input of gain-deter-

mining amplifier U305B. The output of U305B is

then applied to the inverting input of amplifier

U306B. U306B and its associated circuitry form the

ramp generator. Feedback capacitor C315, together

with ramp adjust potentiometer R333, determine

ramp time. The output of U306B (TP302) is negative

for the forward mode. This ramp generator output

is routed to the reel servo loops to initiate the

response of the supply and takeup reels.

4k99. The ramp level is summed with the output

of the tachometer (TP301), and the resulting error

voltage is applied to the inverting input of ampli-

fier U306A. The output of U306A is fed through a

notch filter network to U307B, where it is again in-

verted. Feedback from the power driver is routed

through a compensation network consisting of

R353, R382, and C314 and summed with the notch

filter input to U307B. The enable switch, Q319,

determines whether or not the capstan motor can

be driven. Q319 is a FET switch controlled by the

Enable line from the control logic circuitry. When
the Enable line is at volts the switch is on, and the

input to the motor driver from U307B is shunted to

ground. When the Enable line is at —15 volts, the

switch is off and the motor driver can be activated.

4-100. The output of U307B is a negative voltage

level for forward motion. This negative level ac-

tivates the capstan motor forward driver circuity

consisting of Q316, Q317, and Q318, which applies

negative power through J9 to the capstan motor, re-

sulting in forward tape motion. The power driver

output is also routed through an amplifier, U307A,

and a bridge rectifier with a 6.8-volt zener diode to

provide current-limiting feedback.

4-101. REVERSE COMMAND CIRCUIT. Reverse
tape motion may be commanded by the REVERSE
pushbutton on the local control panel when the

transport is in the off-line mode or remotely when
the transport is on line. U41C functions as the link

between these two control sources in the same
manner as U41B operates in the FORWARD com-
mand circuitry (Figure 4-11). The control logic used
for the reverse mode is similar to that previously

described for the FORWARD command path. The
true (high) output of U41C is inverted by U49A and
applied to NAND gate U50A. This low input to

U50A drives its output high, providing the high

Reverse level required by the capstan driver.

4-102. The Reverse and Run signals are ANDed at

U303A in the capstan driver, inverted by U304D,
and used to activate switch driver Q310. Q310, in

turn, turns on the reverse switch, Q302. This applies

the negative reference level from U301 B, as set by

the reverse speed adjust potentiometer, R307, to

U305A. The remaining circuitry functions in the

same manner as in the forward mode, with the ex-

ception that the voltage output of each state is of

opposite polarity. The input to the motor driver

from U307B is a positive voitage level for reverse

operation. This activates the reverse motor driver

circuitry of Q315, Q313, and Q314, which applies

positive power through J9 to the capstan motor,

resulting in reverse tape motion.

4-103. REWIND COMMAND CIRCUIT. The rewind

mode may be commanded by the REWIND push-

button on the local control panel when the trans-

port is off line. Rewind may also be commanded re-

motely when the transport is on line. U30D in the

control logic is the link between these two control

sources. The output of U30D is used to trigger the

internal control logic clock pulse generator, U46B,

which clocks the rewind state into the decoder,

U44. See the description of the rewind state under

paragraph 4-78.

4-104. The true Rewind input to U50C causes its

output to go high. This high is inverted by U49F and

routed to the capstan driver as the RWD level. The
low output of U49F is also applied to U52C, causing

its output to go high and activate switch Q15. Q15
then turns on switch driver Q104, on the power sup-

ply, which activates switch Q103. Q103 applies

+ 36 volts to the reel motor power input line, which

provides the high rewind speed.

4-105. The low RWD input into the capstan driver

is inverted by U304E and turns on switch driver

Q305, which activates the rewind switch, Q303.

Q303 then passes the negative reference voltage

from U301 B to the input of U305A. Fixed resistor

R309 determines the rewind speed. The output of

U305A is a positive level for rewind operation and

is routed through Q311 when it is activated by

switch driver Q308.

4-106. The low RWD input from the control logic

circuit is applied to U302A and inverted by U304F

to turn off the stop mode offset switch, Q304. RWD
is also applied to U302D, making its output high.

When inverted by U304B, this output turns off the

forward/reverse switch, Q312. The high output of

U302D is applied as an input to U302C. The low

Run level from the control logic is inverted by

U302B and becomes the second high input into

U302C. With both inputs high, the output of U302C
becomes low and activates switch driver Q308
after inversion by U304C.



4-107. With rewind switch Q311 turned on, the pos-

itive Rewind level is transferred to the inverting in-

put of U305B. The ramp generator, notch filter, and

motor driver circuits operate in the same manner

for rewind as they do in forward. The takeup and

supply reel servos also operate in the same manner

as they do in the forward mode. The reel motor sup-

ply voltage is increased to 36 volts, however, to

provide a faster rewind speed.

4-108. REEL SERVOS

4-109 The supply and takeup reel servos use simi-

lar circuitry and operate in the same manner (Fig-

ure 4-13). The following circuit description pertains

to the supply servo but can be applied to the take-

up servo as well. The last two digits of the refer-

ence designators are the same for each servo. The

first digit, however, is a 2 (i.e., 2xx) for the supply

servo and a 4 (i.e., 4xx) for the takeup servo.

4-110. COMPLIANCE ARM POSITION SENSOR.

The reel motor is controlled by the photosensor as-

sembly (Figure 4-14), which varies the current input

to U201 A as a function of compliance arm position.

The photosensor assembly consists of a lamp, a

solar cell, and a slotted disc. The disc is attached to

the compliance arm spindle and rotates with it, ac-

ting as a rotary shutter to vary the amount of light

falling on the solar cell. This changes the current

flow through the photo diode, which changes the

input to amplifier U201A.

4-111. The photosensor lamp is supplied with pos-

itive current through lamp driver Q201. Q201 is

controlled by the base current applied by amplifier

U201B. The output of U201B is controlled by the

negative voltage level set by the compliance arm

position adjust potentiometer, R202. The source of

this voltage level is the negative reference voltage

supplied by U301 B on the capstan driver portion of

the circuitry. Adjustment of R202 varies lamp inten-

sity, which changes the solar cell current input to

U201A and causes the servo system to change the

compliance arm position. This adjustment is used

to center the arm in its arc of travel. (See Section

V.)

4-112. As tape is taken from or added to the com-

pliance system by the capstan drive, the compli-

ance arms move to maintain tape tension. This

movement is detected by the photosensor

assembly, resulting in a change of the current input

to U201 A. The output of U201A is applied to the in-

verting input of amplifier U202B. The ramp level

from U306B on the capstan driver is applied to the

positive input of U202B. This input is negative for

the forward mode and positive for reverse. The

ramp serves as a prestart signal to initiate reel mo-

tion in the required direction prior to the com-

pliance arm motion sensor's command, during stop

and start operations. This prestart increases the

amount of effective compliance provided by the

system.

4-113. The Enable level from the control logic cir-

cuitry is required to be at -15 volts for the FET

switch, Q208, to be off and not ground the motor

driver input. This requires that the system not be in

a standby and that the retraction arm be in its down

position (down switch closed). The output of U202B

is a negative voltage for forward motion and

positive for reverse. When negative, transistors

Q205, Q206, and Q207 are turned on, supplying a

negative voltage to the motor and resulting in

clockwise reel motion (forward mode). When

positive, transistors Q204, Q202, and Q203 are

turned on, supplying a positive voltage to the

motor and resulting in counterclockwise reel mo-

tion (reverse mode). Power for the supply and

takeup reel motors is supplied through the contacts

of relay K2. Relay K2 is energized when the ground

side of the coil circuit is completed through tran-

sistor Q16 in the control logic circuit. Q16 is on

when the logic is not in a standby mode.,

4-114. A limit switch, actuated by two nylon screws

on the compliance arm, determines the maximum

travel of the arm. When the switch is actuated, the

output of U52B of the control logic is routed to the

reset gate, U43B. If the system is not in the stop or

standby mode, the control logic will be reset. The

reset condition turns Q16 off, deenergizing K2. In

the deenergized state, the supply reel motor inputs

are connected directly together, while the takeup

reel motor inputs are connected through a current-

limiting resistor, R436. This arrangement provides

the transport with a dynamic braking action when-

ever power is lost or a reset occurs for some other

reason. (See description of reset state, paragraph 4-85.)

4-115. Current-limiting feedback is provided

through amplifier U202A and the bridge rectifier

and zener diode network, CR204 through CR208.

This feedback is taken from the motor power return

line and is inserted at the input to the motor driver

circuit (bases of Q204 and Q205).

4-116. RETRACTOR OPERATION (Figure 4-15).

With power on and tape under the EOT/BOT sen-

sor, a high level appears at the output of U22C. This

output is applied at the input of U53D. If the down

limit switch is energized, no action will result. If the

down limit switch is not energized, the retractor

arm will be driven up.
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4-117. If the tape is not under the EOT/BOT sensor

and the up Hmit switch is closed, there will be no

action. If the up limit switch is not closed, the

retractor arm will be driven up. Figure 4-16 is a tim-

ing diagram of retractor operation

4-118. WRITE PROTECT CIRCUIT

4-119. Write protection is provided by switch S9.

When a supply reel with no write ring is mounted,

S9 remains closed. This switch closure presents a

false input to U15A, pin 5, causing U16A to be held

in a reset state and preventing the transport from

going into the write mode.

4-120. A solenoid attached to S9 retracts the

switch plunger when a write ring is sensed to pre-

vent rubbing. The solenoid is energized, whenever
a write ring is sensed and the transport is not in the

standby state, by USA, U8B, Q9, and Q10. U7 is a

one-shot which maintains the solenoid in an ener-

gized state for 5 seconds after the transport enters

the standby state during unloading in order to pre-

vent the switch plunger from coming into contact

with the moving reel.

4-121 LOGIC OPTIONS

4-122. Various logic options are available in the

Model 100X transport. These options are selected

by jumpers soldered into the control/servo board

(Table 4-2). These optional logic configurations will

be wired in at the factory as the customer requests.

4-123. AUTOMATIC POWER-RESTORATION OP-
TION. As indicated in Table 4-2, installation of

jumper T — U on the control/servo PWB causes the

transport to retension the tape and go on line auto-

matically upon restoration of input power follow-

ing a power outage. Upon restoration of power to

the transport, U43B-13 goes to + 5 volts following a

time delay determined by the power reset circuitry.

Unless a broken tape is indicated by the EOT/BOT
sensor, U38B-8 also goes to +5 volts at the same
time. U3-3 then goes true (-1-3.8 volts) for a period

of time determined by R82 and C47 (approximately

1 second).

4-124. At this time, U52B-6 is true (+ 5 volts), since

the transport is in standby mode. U10-13 goes low

(0 volts), forcing U38B and U38A both to go set,

STNBY

STOP

DOWN
SWITCH

UP
SWITCH

OPEN

CLOSED

OPEN

CLOSED

RETRACTOR ON
MOTOR &
RETRACTOR
SERVO

POWER
ON

I

I

LOOP OFF

SERVOS
ENABLED

Figure 4-16. Retractor Motor Timing Diagram



FUNCTION JUMPER PURPOSE

Status Indications A to B When installed, provides status indications to inter-

face when transport is on line and selected.

When not installed, status indications are provided

whenever transport is selected.

Local/Remote
Density Select

E to F Strapped to PE mode. Indicator always illuminated.

C toF Manual mode selection. (See Table 3-1.)

D to F Mode selection by computer.

No
jumper NRZI mode. Indicator extinguished.

Overwrite C to H Installed with overwrite option. Note write reset

jumper on read/write board.

On line/Ready j to K When installed, depression of ON LINE pushbutton
will force ready status in middle of tape.

Rewind/Off Line L to M When installed, will cause unit to revert to off-line

status when rewind is commanded remotely.

+ 5V Supply DIODE
N to P

Diode can be installed (cathode to N, anode to P)

to provide -f 5 volts for customer's terminators.

Write Enable StoT Normal configuration: Write Enable line is sampled
and stored 20 microseconds after RUN command is

given. Output of stored signal becomes Read/Write

signal to read/write board.

R toT Read/Write signal is controlled directly from Write

Enable line.

Rewind/Ready U to W Ready signal sets rewind status.

U to V Rewind status resets before Ready.

Automatic Power
Restore

Tto U Transport retensions tape and goes on line when
power restored after outage.

Table 4-2. Control/Servo Board Logic Options



which is the ready state. This condition forces the

tape to be tensioned and triggers one-shot U46A. If

tensioning is accompMshed, the timeout of U46A

forces a pulse on U19E-11, placing the transport on

line. If no tape is mounted on the drive, U3 will

time out without accomplishing the tape-tension-

ing function, and no further attempt will be made.

4-125. POWER SUPPLY

4-126. If power source voltage is other than 115

Vac, transformer T1 is to be connected in accor-

dance with Table 2-1. Referring to Section VII,

Drawing No. 331530-300, the input power to the

power supply is filtered by filter F1. The ac voltage

is then routed through J18 to the POWER switch on

the front panel and then through J19 to the primary

of transformer T1

.

4-127 . The four secondary outputs of T1 are recti-

fied by fullwave diode bridges CR1, CR2; CR3

through CR6; CR7 through CR10; and CR11. The

-1-36 and -36-volt supplies are rectified by CR1,

the -h 36-volt output being filtered by C4 and CI

and the —36-volt output by C3 and C2. The

-}-14-volt and — 14-volt supplies are rectified by

CR2, the -(-14-volt output being filtered by CI and

the -14-volt output by C2. The -f 15-volt supply is

rectified by CR3 through CR6 and filtered by C6,

and the —15-volt supply is rectified by CR7

through CR10 and filtered by C7. The 5-volt unregu-

lated supply is rectified by CR11 and filtered by C8.

CR21 and C5 provide the power-on RESET com-

mand to the control/servo board.

4-128. The circuit consisting of CR15 through CR19

and K1 controls the voltage applied to the com-

pliance arm retractor motor. To ensure proper

voltage, terminals on the power supply PWB desig-

nated 5 and 6 are connected to terminals 8 and 5,

respectively, of transformer T1. This provides 125

Vac at pins 2 and 3 of J17 when pin 11 of J15 is

grounded, even when T1 is wired for other than 125

Vac.

4-129. The regulators for the power supply are

,
contained on the control/servo board.



SECTION V

MAINTENANCE

5.1. GENERAL

5.2. This section contains periodic maintenance

information, removal and replacement instruc-

tions, and adjustment procedures. Table 5-1 pre-

sents the preventive maintenance schedule. Refer

to Section VII for schematic diagrams, assembly

drawings, and parts list.

1CAUTION

If transport is to be swung out from

equipment rack on hinges for

maintenance operations, ensure

that rack is mounted securely.

Weight of transport in open posi-

tion could upset an inadequately

mounted equipment rack.

5-3. CLEANING

NOTE

Items needed for cleaning are

available as Cipher Part No.

960855-001, Tape Drive Cleaning

Kit.

5.5. HEAD AND GUIDES. Clean the head, its asso-

ciated guides, and the roller guides with a lint-free

cloth or a swab moistened with tape-driver cleaner.

5 . 6

[
CAUTION ;,

Ml)'^«»*i»»«#^i#*****<

Use only tape-drive cleaner to

clean head and guides. Rough or

abrasive materials can scratch

metal parts; other solvents, such as

carbon tetrachloride, may dissolve

head lamination adhesive. Do not

soak guides with cleaner, as excess

solvent may break down bearing

lubricant.

TAPE CLEANER. Clean the tape cleaner as

follows:

a. Remove head cover.

b. Using a swab moistened with tape-

drive cleaner, wipe away any accumu-
lated debris clinging to tape scraper

blades or housing.

5-4. CAPSTAN. Wipe the capstan gently, using a

lint-free cloth saturated with tape-drive cleaner. If

the capstan is excessively dirty with tape oxide/

binder deposits, it may be cleaned with a solvent-

resistant swab slightly moistened with tape-drive

cleaner.

i; CAUTION 1

Do not clean capstan with motor
running. Do not use head cleaner,

Freon flux remover, alcohol, or

other solvents to clean capstan

sleeves.

r CAUTION

Exercise great care to avoid

damage to sharp edges of sapphire

blades.

c. Replace head cover.

5.7. HOUSING. The dust door and control panel

may be cleaned, as necessary, with Miller-

Stephenson Chemical Co. MS-260, Windex, or an

equivalent commercial grade plastic cleaner.



MAINTENANCE
OPERATION

FREQUENCY
(hours)

QUANTITY
TO

MAINTAIN
PROCEDURE
PARAGRAPH

Clean Head, Guides,

Roller Guides, and

Capstan

daily — 5-4, 5-5

Clean Tape Scraper daily 1 5-6

Check Skew, Tape
Tracking and Speed

500 5-36 through 5-39,

5-43, and 5-29

through 5-31

Check Head Wear 2,500 1 5-41

Replace Reel Motors

and Capstan Motor
10,000 3 Drawing No.

131000-OXX,

Section VII

Table 5-1. Preventive Maintenance Schedule

CAUTION

5-8.

Do not use rough or abrasive mate-

rial to clean the plastic dust door,

as permanent scratches may result.

REMOVAL, REPLACEMENT, AND
MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENTS

5-9. Cipher transports are designed to operate for

long periods of time without requiring adjustment.

In the event that a mechanical adjustment is re-

quired, it is recommended that the unit be returned

to the Cipher factory for that purpose. Procedures
for removal and replacement of damaged or defec-

tive mechanical parts, together with any needed
adjustments following replacement, are discussed
in the following subparagraphs.

5-10. FUSE REPLACEMENT. The fuse is located

on the back of the power bracket adjacent to the

line cord. For a 105- to 125-Vac power source, a

6-ampere, 250-Vac, Type 3AG, norm-blo fuse is

used; for a 210- to 250-Vac source, a 3- or 4-ampere,
250-Vac, Type 3AG, norm-blo fuse is provided.

5-11. PUSHBUTTON/INDICATOR LAMP REPLACE-
MENT. To replace a burned out indicator or pushbutton/

indicator lamp, proceed as follows:

a. Remove plastic indicator plate by grasp-

ing with fingers and pulling.

b. If lamp socket is in center of copper clip

which latches behind small shoulder on

each side of pushbutton/indicator body,

proceed as follows:

(1) Unlatch one or both ends of copper

clip with screwdriver or other small

instrument, and remove clip with

defective lamp.

(2) Replace defective lamp in clip.

(3) Push clip into place in body.

c. If lamp socket is in plastic switch/indi-

cator body, with only small copper con-

tact strip on one side of socket, proceed

as follows:

(1) Insert narrow screwdriver (3/16 inch,

maximum) into small notch at side

of socket opposite copper contact

strip.

(2) Apply pressure to screwdriver, re-

leasing lamp.

(3) Remove defective lamp and install

replacement.

d. Replace indicator plate.

5-12. SINGLE-EDGE TAPE GUIDE. To replace a

damaged or worn^ single-edge tape guide (Figure

5-1) proceed as follows:

a. Remove mounting screw from base

plate and disassemble tape guide parts

as required.



10. SCREW

2. THREADING GUIDE

4. CAP

3. BASE

^ J^ 11. TAPE- A
r-rrr>^^ adhesive/2\

8. SPRING
12. SHIM

- 13. NUT

Note: Remove and discard items 12 and 13 before

installing on unit.

Figure 5-1. Single-Edge Tape Guide

b. Secure to base plate with mounting
screw. No adjustment is required.

Before performing any mainte-

nance procedure requiring access

to interior of transport, disconnect

power cord to eliminate possibility

of severe electric shock.

5-13. ROLLER TAPE GUIDE. Remove and replace

a damaged or noisy roller tape guide as follows:

a. Holding guide assembly with one hand,

remove mounting screw from back of

base plate. Remove guide assembly, be-

ing careful to save any shims removed
from between roller tape guide and base

plate as well as mounting screw for

reassembly. (If guide is mounted on
compliance arm, remove screw and
washer from back of compliance arm,

saving any shims and attaching parts.)

NOTE

Roller tape guide cannot be disas-

sembled. If defective, it must be
replaced as single unit.

). Coat mounting screw lightly with red

Loctite and, using previously removed
shims and attaching parts, install new
roller tape guide.

CAUTION
###*

####

When mounting guide on com-
pliance arm, be careful not to

crush arm by overtightening

mounting screw.

5-14. TAPE SENSOR. The complete EOT/BOT sen-

sor assembly is built and tested as a single unit and
must be replaced as such. Removal and replace-

ment procedures are as follows:

a. Unplug electrical connector from con-

trol/servo PWB.

b. Pull off cover over tape sensor.

c. Remove three screws securing sensor

brackets and cable clamp to front of

base plate.

d. Pulling wires and connector carefully

through hole provided, remove sensor

from base plate.

e. Install replacement sensor in reverse

order of removal, being careful to

mount sensor at correct distance from
tape. Sensor should be as far from tape

as bracket wiTTallow.

f. Following installation, perform elec-

trical adjustments in accordance with
paragraph 5-22.

5-15. REEL-HUB CRIP RING. Removal and
replacement procedures for the reel-hub grip ring

are as follows:

a. Lift reel lock lever to unclamp grip ring.

b. Pull old grip ring out of hub groove and
remove.

c. Install new grip ring by stretching over
reel hub into proper position.



CAUTION
a. Remove head and sensor covers.

Clean grip ring only with Freon de-

greaser. Type TF. Alcohol, head
cleaner, and other solvents will

damage grip ring.

5-16. REEL HUB. Replace and adjust the supply or

takeup reel hub as follows (Figure 5-2):

a. Loosen socket-head screws and remove
hub.

b. Install replacement hub on shaft to ob-

tain dimension shown in Figure 5-2, and
tighten socket-head screws.

c. Mount reel of tape on transport, thread

tape, and place transport in load mode.

d. Run tape forward and reverse, noting

tape position on reel for which replace-

ment hub was installed. If necessary,

readjust hub height to center tape on
reel.

e. Using right-angle Allen wrench capable

of applying 30 inch-pounds of torque,

tighten socket-head screws securing hub
as tightly as possible.

5-17. HEAD ASSEMBLY. Replace the head assem-

bly in accordance with the following procedures

(Figure 5-3):

b. Unplug head electrical connectors from
read/write PWB.

c. Remove four screws securing head
assembly to base plate, and remove
outer azimuth screw.

NOTE

One of four mounting screws is

small screw inside azimuth screw.

d. Withdraw head assembly, carefully

feeding wires and connectors through

hole in base plate.

e. Feed wires and connectors of replace-

ment head assembly carefully through

hole, and secure head assembly to base

plate with three socket-head screws not

used for azimuth adjustment. Thread
outer azimuth adjustment screw into

head assembly mount (Figure 5-3), and
thread inner azimuth adjustment screw

loosely into it.

f. Make skew adjustment in accordance
with paragraphs 5-36 through 5-39.

g. Replace head and tape sensor covers.

REEL HUB

J

REF.

SURFACE

SOCKET-HEAD SCREWS

Figure 5-2. Reel Hub, Showing Adjustment Dimension

BASE PLATE
SURFACE

0.395 (±0.005) in.

2t£

3



COPPER

HINGE PLATE
INNER AZIMUTH
ADJ. SCREW FLUX BLOCKS

HINGE
PLATE

SETSCREW

SPRING

POST

GROOVE PIN

Figure 5-3. Head Assembly Adjustments

5-18. CAPSTAN. To replace a damaged or defec-

tive capstan, proceed as follows:

a. Remove socket-head screw in end of

capstan shaft, and take off capstan cap
and sleeve.

b. Install replacement capstan over
capstan motor shaft, place capstan cap
in place, and secure with screw.

[
CAUTION

Avoid contact with sensitive tape-

driving surface of capstan sleeve.

Damage to this surface will cause

5-19.

erratic performance and render

capstan sleeve useless.

c. Mount reel of tape on transport, thread

tape, and place in load mode. Check
overall capstan performance and adjust

if necessary in accordance with para-

graph 5-43, steps I and m.

POWER SUPPLY CHECKS AND
ADJUSTMENTS

5-20. UNREGULATED VOLTAGE CHECKS. Check

unregulated voltages at plug P-14 on the power

regulator portion of the control/servo printed cir-

cuit board. Required values and tolerances, as well

as plug pin numbers, are presented in Table 5-2. In

checking, ensure that the input line voltage is set to

the correct value.



REQUIRED
VOLTAGE RETURN READING
PIN NO. PIN NO. (volts)

2 13 or 14 ' 40 ( ± 4)

4 13 or 14 - 40 ( ± 4)

10 13 or14 + 18 (±2)
7 13 or14 -18 (±2)

12 15 + 10(±1)
3 5 or 6 + 22 (±2)
9 8 + 22 (±2)

Table 5-2. Power Supply Unregulated Voltages

5-21. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY ADJUST-
MENTS. The potentiometers used for these adjust-

ments are located on the power regulator portion

of the control/servo board. Test point locations are

shown in Figure 5-4. Referring to Table 5-3, for each
of the three power supplies listed measure voltage

across the test points shown and adjust the desig-

nated potentiometer until the required voltage is

obtained.

NOTE

Check tape speed and adjust, if

necessary, following power supply

adjustments. (See paragraphs 5-27

through 5-31.)

SUPPLY
TEST
POINT

RET.

TEST
POINT

ADJUST-
MENT
POT.

REQ.
READING

(volts)

+ 5-volt

+ 15-volt

-15-volt

TP105
TP101
TP104

TP102
TP102
TP102

R124
R114
R119

+ 5 (±0.05)
+ 15 (±0.15)
-15 (±0.15)

Table 5-3. Power Supply Regulated Voltage
Adjustments

5-22. TAPE SENSOR ADJUSTMENT

5-23. If either the end-of-tape (EOT) or beginning-
of-tape (BOT) system is not functioning properly, or
if a new tape sensor assembly has been installed,

the complete tape sensor system must be read-
justed in accordance with the procedure presented
in paragraph 5-24. The potentiometers and test

points used for these adjustments are located on
the control/servo board. A chart of the test point
and potentiometer locations on the control/servo
board is presented in Figure 5-4.

5-24. Adjust the tape sensor system as follows;

a. Turn on transport power, load tape, and
position BOT reflector strip in front of
sensor.

c.

Connect oscilloscope to test point TP18,

and adjust potentiometer R64 until volt-

age at TP18 goes high. Measure and re-

cord voltage at TP21.

Readjust R64 until voltage measured at

TP21 is one-half reading of step b.

d. Position EOT reflector strip in front of

sensor.

e. Connect oscilloscope to test point TP19,

and adjust potentiometer R60 until volt-

age at TP19 goes high. Measure and re-

cord voltage at TP20.

f. Readjust R60 until voltage measured at

TP20 is one-half reading of step e.

5-25. COMPLIANCE ARM ADJUSTMENTS

5-26. Load and tension a tape on the transport.

Adjust each compliance arm so that it is centered

in its arc of travel. The center of the arc is indicated

by a hole in the casting, 1/4 inch from the arm slot,

which is clearly visible from the back of the trans-

port. To center the supply arm, adjust potentiom-

eter R202 on the control/servo board (clockwise or

counterclockwise, as required to center the arm).

To center the takeup arm, adjust potentiometer

R402.

5-27. CAPSTAN SERVO ADJUSTMENTS

5-28. DC OFFSET ADJUSTMENT. With power ap-

plied (POWER indicator illuminated) and tape

loaded but not running, measure the voltage at

TP303 with respect to TP305 on the control/servo

board. Adjust offset potentiometer R379 to obtain

(±0.05) volts at TP303.

5-29. COARSE SPEED ADJUSTMENT. Make a

coarse adjustment of speed in accordance with the

following procedure:

a. Monitor tachometer output voltage at

TP301, located on capstan servo portion

of control/servo board. (See Figure 5-4

for location of test points.)

b. With transport in off-line mode (ON
LINE indicator not illuminated), depress

FORWARD pushbutton.

Adjust forward potentiometer R312 until

voltage at TP301 is as specified in Table
5-4.
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d. Depress FORWARD pushbutton to stop

tape motion, then depress REVERSE

pushbutton.

e. Adjust reverse potentiometer R306 until

voltage at TP301 is as specified in Table

5-4.

f. Depress REVERSE pushbutton to stop

tape motion.

5-30. FINE SPEED ADJUSTMENT. Measure and

make a fine adjustment of tape speed as follows:

a. Load known-density master skew tape

on transport. Connect counter to TRIO

on data board. (See Figure 5-5 for test

point locations.)

b. With transport in off-line mode (ON

LINE indicator not illuminated) depress

FORWARD pushbutton and adjust coun-

ter to trigger on negative-going edge of

data pulse.

c. Adjust forward speed control poten-

tiometer R312 on capstan servo portion

of control/servo board to obtain appro-

priate data rate, as listed in Table 5-4.

(For densities other than 800 bpi, com-

pute frequency by multiplying density

and tape speed and adding 1 percent

tolerance: f = bpi X ips ±1%)

d. Depress FORWARD pushbutton to stop

tape motion.

e. Depress REVERSE pushbutton.

f. Adjust reverse speed control poten-

tiometer R306 to obtain appropriate

data rate listed in Table 5-4.

g. Depress REVERSE pushbutton to stop

tape motion.

h. Readjust ramp time in accordance with

paragraph 5-32.

5-31, SUBSTITUTE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE.
If desired, a speed adjustment with an accuracy of

2% can be obtained with the use of the strobe disc

(Figure 5-6) mounted on the capstan. (If not includ-

ed on the transport, order Cipher Part No.

731015-700 for a 12.5, 25, or 37.5-ips transport; Part

No. 731024-800 for a 45-ips transport; or Part No.

731024-820 for a 75-ips transport.) With the

transport in off-line mode, depress the FORWARD
pushbutton. Adjust forward potentiometer R312

until the strobe disc appears to be motionless (out-

side lines for 60 Hz, inside lines for 50 Hz). To ad-

just reverse speed, use the same procedure, but

depress the REVERSE pushbutton and adjust using

reverse potentiometer R306.

TAPE SPEED
(ips)

TP301 VOLTS
(appr.)

RAMP TIME
(ms)

DATA RATE
(ch/s at 800 bpi)

(nominal)

RAW DELAY
(ms)

12.5 0.44 30 10,000 12.0

18.75 0.66 20 15,000 8.00

25 0.88 15 20,000 6.00

37.5 1.32 10 30,000 4.00

45 1.58 8.33 36,000 3.33

REWIND
150 5.26 500

(appr.)

NOTE: Ramp times given in this table are for spec-

ified start/stop distance (0.19 inch) and are

measured from to 100% of ramp If dif-

ferent start/stop distances are required or

if 10% and 90% points are to be measured,

times may be scaled linearly. To maintain

specified tolerance, these time settings

should be within ± 10%.

Table 5-4. Capstan Servo Adjustment Parameters

5-9
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Figure 5-6. Strobe Disc

5-32. RAMP ADJUSTMENT. This adjustment is to

be made while starting and stopping the tape mo-
tion and observing the ramp in both forward and

reverse modes. This can be done with the transport

on line while writing blocks of data or off line by

using the FORWARD and REVERSE pushbuttons.

a. Use oscilloscope to monitor TP301 (Fig-

ure 5-4), on control/servo board, with re-

spect to TP102.

b. Alternately start and stop transport at a

rate which is convenient for observing

ramp.

c. Trigger oscilloscope with run command
at TP309.

d. Adjust potentiometer R333 to obtain ap-

plicable ramp time specified in Table

5-4. (See Figure 5-7.)

5-33. DATA PWB INITIAL SWITCH SETTINGS

5-34. Refer to Tables 5-5 and 5-6 for ail switch set-

tings and functions.

5-35. Before making adjustments on the data

PWB, set the switches initially to the following

positions:

a. Switch 1, positions 1 and 2: both closed.

b. Switch 1 , positions 3 and 4: see Table 5-5

for position versus transport tape speed

c. Switch 1 positions 5 through 7: all open.

d. Switch 1, position 8: closed.

e. Switch 2, position 4: closed
f. Switch 2, position 5; open
g. Switch 2, positions 6 and 7; see Table

5-6.

h. Switch 3, position 1: open
i. Switch 3, positions 2 through 4:

Table 5-6.

see

i»**»»#*»*»*#**»*#»i

CAUTION

With pushbutton switch 4 closed all tapes will be

write enabled. Ensure that this switch is open for

normal operation to prevent the erasure of record-

ed tapes.

5-36. READ GAIN ADJUSTMENTS

5-37. NRZI. Adjust NRZI read gain as follows:

a. Change switch settings as follows:

(1) Switch 1, position 6: closed.

(2) Pushbutton switch 4: closed.

(3) Switch 2, position 1 : closed.

(4) Switch 2, position 2: closed.

CRYSTAL SWITCH 1 1

TAPE SPEED FREQUENCY
(ips) (MHz) Position 3 Position 4

12.5 1.280 Open Closed
18.75 1.920 Open Closed
25.0 1.280 Closed Open
37.5 3.840 Open Closed
45.0 4.608 Open Closed
75.0 3 840 Closed Open
90 4.608 Closed Open

125 6.400 Closed Open

Table 5-5. Tape Speed Crystal Frequencies and
Switch 1 Settings.

TP309 _r

TP301
RAMP GENERATOR

STOP RAMP
START RAMP

Figure 5-7. Ramp Adjustment Traces

5-11



SWITCH POSITION FUNCTION

1

2

3

4

1 2

Open Open Skew Gate = 12%

Open Closed Skew Gate = 25%

Closed Open Skew Gate = 37%
Closed Closed Skew Gate = 50%

3 4

Closed Open Running Freq. = Crystal Frequency

Open Closed Running Freq. = 1/2 Crystal Frequency

5 Closed Provides PE (3200 fci) write clock in test mode

6 Closed Provides NRZI (800 fci) write clock in test mode

7 Closed To view skew at TP10 in skew test

8 Closed
Selects high-speed status

1 Closed Enables transport select in test mode

2 Closed Enables 800 fci in test mode

3 Closed Enables 1600 fci in test mode

4 5

Open Open Low threshold detect

Closed Open Normal threshold detect

Closed Closed High threshold detect

6 7

Open Open Low Density

Open Closed Control servo density select

Closed Closed High Density

1 Closed Enables write reset (WRT, P20-2) on control/servo

or control power PWB
2 Closed Enables higher write current (with head P/N

799010-601 only)

3 and 4 Open Enables 12V regulators

3 and 4 Closed Not used

Closed Write PE or NRZI in test mode; all tapes write

enabled, file protect inoperative.

Table 5-6. Switch Settings for Testing and Options



NOTE
Switch settings, on the data board for

test mode, override the front panel

Hi DEN indicator.

b. Start writing all-1's record by depress-

ing FWD pushbutton (indicator il-

luminated).

c. Referring to Figure 5-5, connect
oscilloscope to TP30 and ground.

d. Adjust gain potentiometer R203 to

obtain 8-volt reading (peak-to-peak)

on oscilloscope. This adjusts gain for

Channel P

e. Repeat for Channels through 7, us-

ing TP31 through TP38 and R204
through R211, respectively.

5-38. NRZI WRITE SKEW VERIFICATION. Check
NRZI write skew as follows:

a. Close position 7 of switch 1.

b. Connect oscilloscope to TP10.

c. Proper waveform is shown in Figure

5-8.

5-39. PHASE-ENCODE READ GAIN VERIFICATION.
Check PE skew as follows:

a. Make the following changes in switch

positions:

(1) Switch 1, position 5: closed.

(2) Switch 1, position 6: open
(3) Switch 1, position 7: open
(4) Switch 2, position 2: open,

(5) Switch 2, position 3: closed

b. Start writing all-1's tape by actuating

FWD pushbutton/indicator (indicator

illuminated).

c. Verify 4-volt reading (peak-to-peak) at

TP30 through TP38.

5-40. HEAD AZIMUTH ADJUSTMENT Adjust

read skew as follows:

a. Return all switches to initial settings

(paragraph 5-35).

b. Close switch 1, position 7, and switch

2, positions 1 and 2.

c. Load and tension 800-bpi master skew
tape.

d. Connect oscilloscope to TP10 on data

board (Figure 5-5) and ground.

e. With transport in off-line, low-density

mode (ON LINE and HI DEN in-

dicators extinguished), depress FOR-
WARD pushbutton.

f. Adjust azimuth screws (Figure 5-3) on
head mounting plate so that outputs of

all tracks, as monitored at TP10, fall

within 10% or less of byte-to-byte

period. (See Figure 5-8.) Outer azimuth
screw bears against transport mounting
plate and pivots head assembly out-

ward. Inner azimuth screw threads into

transport mounting plate and pulls head
assembly inward. Inner screw also

serves to lock adjustment

5-41. Return PWB to normal operating mode by
setting all switch positions in accordance with

Paragraph 5-35.

-A^
A SHOULD BE 1035 OR LESS OF B

B

Figure 5-8. Skew Pulse at TP10
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5-42. MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENTS

5-43 TAPE PATH ALIGNMENT. Referring to Fig-

ure 5^9 , align the tape path in accordance with the

following procedure:

a. Remove two head covers and facade.

b. Remove single-edge spring guide nearest

capstan.

c. Remove roller tape guides No. 1 and 2.

Save any shims removed.

d. Remove roller tape guides from upper

and lower compliance arms. Save any

shims removed.

e. Position lower compliance arm directly

under hole where roller guide No. 1 is

normally mounted. Using vernier caliper,

measure depth from No. 1 roller guide

mounting surface to near side surface of

compliance arm. Subtract this dimension

from 0.545 inch to determine thickness of

shim to be used between lower com-

pliance arm roller guide and compliance

arm.

f. Select shim of proper thickness and

mount roller guide to compliance arm

with this shim.

NOTE

Mounting screw should be coated

lightly with red Loctite before as-

sembly. Take care not to crush

compliance arm by overtightening

mounting screw.

g. Position upper compliance arm directly

under mounting hole for roller guide No.

2. Repeat steps e and f for upper com-

pliance arm roller guide.

h. Install roller guides No. 1 and 2, using

0.010-inch shim between guide base and

top plate. Secure roller guides lightly, but

do not use Loctite on mounting screws at

this time.

i. Mount reel of tape on transport, thread

tape, and load.

j. Before running tape, adjust angle of

tape cleaner so that it is tangent to tape

path. Make sure tape contacts only

curved face and does not touch either

edge of cleaner. Check that BOT/EOT
reflector does not touch tape.

c. Run tape forward and reverse, and adjust

reel hub height to center tape on reels, if

necessary.

Hold tape guide, Cipher Part No.

710008-500, in position 1, so that tape

wraps slightly around small diameter of

guide. Run tape forward and observe po-

sition of tape on capstan sleeve. Stop

tape and remove tape guide.

m. Again, run tape forward and determine if

tape position on capstan sleeve moves
toward or away from top plate. If tape

moves away from top plate when tape

guide is removed, capstan sleeve must be

tilted upward. If tape moves toward top

plate when tape guide is removed,

capstan sleeve must be tilted downward.
(To tilt capstan sleeve, tilt capstan motor

by inserting shims between capstan

motor standoff and back surface of top

plate.) Shim capstan motor until tape

position on capstan sleeve does not shift

when tape guide is removed from posi-

tion 1. Reinstall single-edge spring guide

removed in step b.

n. Run tape forward and note position of

tape on capstan sleeve. Run tape in re-

verse and again note position of tape on

capstan sleeve. If tape moves away from

top plate in reverse direction, reduce

thickness of shim under roller guide No.

2. If tape moves toward top plate in

reverse direction, add shims under roller

guide No. 2. When roller guide No. 2 is

properly adjusted, tape position on

capstan sleeve will be same in forward

and revers^ directions.

o. Mount prerecorded master skew tape on

tape transport. Adjust head azimuth as

outlined in paragraph 5-40. Total skew,

as measured at test point, must be less

than 10% of a byte space in forward

direction and 15% of a byte space in re-

verse direction.

p. With master skew tape running forward

alternately depress spring-loaded wash-

ers on single-edge guides. Skew should

increase a minimum of 5% up to a maxi-

mum of 20% over the normal forward

skew pulse. If no increase is noted when
incoming guide washer is depressed, re-

move some shims from roller guide No
1, nearest supply compiance arm. If ex-
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CAPSTAN SLEEVE

POSITION NO. 1

ROLLER GUIDE NO. 2

UPPER COMPLIANCE
ARM ROLLER GUIDE

HEAD COVERS

SINGLE-EDGE

/ SPRING GUIDES

BOT/EOT REFLECTOR

ROLLER GUIDE NO. 1

LOWER COMPLIANCE
ARM ROLLER GUIDE

FACADE

Figure 5-9. Tape Path and Related Parts
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cess skew is observed, add some shims

to roller guide No. 1 . If no skew increase

is noted when outgoing guide washer is

depressed, capstan motor must be tilted

slightly away from guide. If excess skew

is observed when outgoing guide washer

is depressed, tilt capstan motor slightly

toward guide.

q. Run master tape in reverse, and depress

washer of single-edge guide nearest

capstan. Observe skew. It should in-

crease a minimum of 5% up to a max-

imum of 20% over the normal reverse

skew pulse. If no increase in skew is

noted remove some shims from roller

guide No. 2. If excess skew is observed,

add some shims under roller guide No. 2.

r. Secure all mounting screws with red

Loctite. Take care not to misplace any

of adjustment shims when reassembling.

s. Run tape in forward and reverse direc-

tions. Check all rollers and guides for

excessive tape walk, shifting, or edge
curl. Verify that head azimuth is still

correct in both forward and reverse di-

rections. When measured with a master

skew tape, skew must not exceed 10% of

a byte space in forward direction, and
15% of a byte space in reverse direction

.

t. Replace facade and head covers.

5-44. REEL HUB ADJUSTMENT. Referring to Fig-

ure 5-10, adjust the reel hub as follows:

a. Remove tape reel and leave lock open.

b if lock has free play in open position,

loosen locknut on adjustment setscrew

Turn adjustment setscrew into spacer

until free play is removed, and tighten

down locknut.

c. Close lock and note whether face of

lock is parallel to top of cap. If not,

open lock and turn buttonhead screw in

or out as necessary to hold lock parallel

to top of cap in closed position.

d. Place reel on hub, close lock, and check
reel for tightness If reel slips on hub,

open lock and remove reel

e. Loosen hex locknut on adjustment set-

screw, turn adjustment setscrew slightly

into spacer (depending upon looseness

of reel), and retighten locknut.

f. Perform steps c and d.

g. Perform steps e, c, and d as necessary

until reel does not slip.

NOTE

Hub compression ring contains

oily preservative which tends to

ooze out through pores and make
surface oily. Ring should be

cleaned periodically with Freon TF

degreaser. No. 2002, to prevent

tape reel from slipping.

5-45. COMPLIANCE ARM LIMIT SWITCH AD-
JUSTMENT. Two nylon screws, one threaded

through each compliance arm, are used to adjust

LOCK DOWEL PINS

BUTTON-HEAD
SCREW

ADJUSTMENT
SETSCREW

CAP

SPACER

COMPRESSION
RING

BASE

CAP SCREW

Figure 5-10. Reel Hub Assembly
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the upper and lower switch points of the micro-

switches in the arm assemblies. Both compliance

arms are adjusted in the same manner.

a. Adjust right-hand screw in or out, as

necessary, to cause microswitch to ac-

tuate when compliance arm is approx-

imately 5 degrees from its full-down

position.

b. Adjust left-hand screw to actuate micro-

switch with compliance arm approxi-

mately 20 degrees from its full-up posi-

tion.

5-46. COMPLIANCE ARM RETRACTOR MOTOR
SWITCH ADJUSTMENT. Adjust each of the two

cam-actuated retractor motor switches by bending

the actuating lever carefully until the switch is ac-

tuated by the cam pin. Adjust the up-position

switch to close when the retractor arm is in its full-

up position, the down-position switch to close

when the arm is in its full-down position.

5-47. REPLACEMENT OF ASSEMBLIES

5-48. These instructions are designed to guide the

service engineer in a logical, step-by-step proce-

dure for replacing assemblies.

5-49. CONTROL/SERVO BOARD. Replace the

control/servo board in accordance with the follow-

ing procedure:

a. Disconnect all cables from board.

b. Remove screws from corners of mount-

ing bracket as shown in Figure 5-11.

c. Slide board out of top and bottom
mounting brackets.

d. Slide in replacement board, and screw

bracket back together at corners.

e. Connect power supply cable to connec-

tor PI 4, and connect control panel con-

nectors to P2 and P3.

f. Turn on power and check power supply

voltages according to instructions in

paragraphs 5-1 9 through 5-21

.

g. Connect BOT/EOT cable to connector

P5, and adjust BOT/EOT sensors accord-

ing to instructions in paragraphs 5-22

through 5-24.

5-50.

h. Connect supply reel motor cable to con-

nector P10, supply compliance arm
cable to connector P11, and retractor

motor switch cable to connector P6.

i. Thread 6-inch piece of tape over head

and past BOT/EOT assembly as if load-

ing tape drive. Do not mount tape reel

on hub at this time.

j. Depress LOAD pushbutton and hold

supply compliance arm at center of arc

of travel with hand or piece of scotch

tape, or prop it in place with piece of

cardboard.

k. Adjust potentiometer R202 (Figure 5-4)

until supply reel motor stops turning,

with supply arm held still at center of its

arc.

1. Release supply arm and disconnect sup-

ply arm cable from connector P11

.

m. Connect takeup arm and reel motor

cables to connectors PI 2 and PI 3.

n. Repeat steps i through k for takeup

servo.

o. Release takeup arm and reconnect sup-

ply arm cable to connector P11

.

p. Connect all remaining cables: capstan

motor (red and black leads) to connector

P9, capstan motor dc tachometer to con-

nector P8, and file protect switch to con-

nector P4.

q. Mount reel of tape on transport. Thread

tape and depress LOAD pushbutton one

time. Compliance arms should position

near centers of arcs, and capstan motor

should be enabled but not running.

r. Adjust supply and takeup arms for prop-

er center positions according to instruc-

tions in paragraphs 5-25 and 5-26.

s. Adjust capstan servo in accordance with

instructions in paragraphs 5-27 through

5-31.

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF PARTS
AND COMPONENTS

5-51. Replacement parts and components should

be selected from the parts list in Section VII. Use

standard tools and procedures in removing and
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MOUNTING BRACKET

CORNER BRACKET
SCREW

CONTROL SERVO
ASSEMBLY

MOUNTING BRACKET

Figure 5-11. Control/Servo Board Removal
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installing parts, with the assistance of the drawings
in Section VII. Observe the following special pro-

cedures in removing parts from and installing them
on printed wiring boards.

CAUTION

To prevent excessive heat from
damaging printed wiring boards
and components, especially semi-

conductors, use a soldering iron

rated at not more than 40 watts or

600°F, and do not heat solder for

more than 10 seconds. When sol-

dering, always use heat sink (alliga-

tor clip, long-nose pliers, etc.).

a. Use only 60-40 tin-lead solder with non-

corrosive, nonconducting flux. Use
alcohol or commercial flux-removing

solvent to remove flux residue.

b. After component has been removed
from board, clean all solder from con-

nections (plated-through holes) with

commercial solder sucker (Soldapullt

desoldering tool, Edsyn Co., or

equivalent).

c. Use only exact replacement parts. (Refer

to Section Vii).

d. Donot alter wiring or layout.

5-52. MULTIPLE-LEAD COMPONENTS. Follow in-

structions presented in paragraph 5-51 for removal
of a defective two- or three-lead component.
Bend the leads on the replacement component
to the proper shape and install. Heat may be
applied to either side of the printed wiring board,

as necessary.

5-53. MULTIPLE-PIN COMPONENTS. The fol-

lowing special instructions apply to the removal
and replacement of multiple-pin components, in-

cluding integrated circuits.

CAUTION

Exercise great care in the removal
of multiple-pin components from
printed wiring boards to avoid
damage to boards.

a. Remove defective component by care-

fully cutting each lead close to compo-
nent, using jeweler-type diagonal cutter.

b. Remove lead ends and solder from holes

in board in accordance with instructions

in paragraph 5-51.

c. Straighten leads in replacement com-
ponent for insertion in board and install

5-52. PROGRAMMING WRITE DESKEW PROM

5-53. Inscribed on the tape head of the transport

is an eight-digit code number which describes the

deskew pattern to be programmed into the write

deskew PROM (U90, Drawing No. 154040-009) to

implement a write deskew pattern on the dual-

mode data PWB for that head. The position of each
digit in the code corresponds to a head channel
number, starting with channel 7 on the left, to chan-

nel on the right. The one exception is that posi-

tion 2 of the code corresponds to channel P (parity).

Channel 2 is the reference channel. The numerical
value of each digit of the code corresponds to the

address of its channel for which a must be pro-

grammed into the PROM.

5-54. Tables 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9 are illustrative exam-
ples of bit maps of programmed PROMs required

for three different hypothetical head codings. Col-

umn heading numbers correspond to head channel
numbers (except for 2). Each 1 in the tables repre-

sents a logic high, and each represents a logic

low. Note that there is one and only one in each
bit column and that there are no O's from address

10 to address 1 F. There may be none, one, or more
than one O's in each of addresses (rows) 00 through
OF.

5-55. PROCEDURE. To program a PROM with a

specific code, proceed as follows:

a. Obtain unprogrammed PROM, Cipher

Part No. 203565-123 (82S123 or equiva-

lent).

b. Note code on tape head with which
PROM is to be used.

c. Program PROM in accordance with

manufacturer's specifications to ob-

tain logic lows at address/bit locations

indicated by code and logic highs at all

other locations.

NOTE

Most PROM distributors are equipped to program
PROMs.
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SECTION VI

TROUBLESHOOTING

6-1. GENERAL

6-2. This section presents probable causes and

remedies for the more common types of tape trans-

port malfunctions. For malfunctions not covered

by these instructions, proceed in accordance with

standard troubleshooting practices, referring to the

schematic diagrams and drawings presented in

Section VII.

6-3. TROUBLESHOOTING

6-4. Before performing any troubleshooting

operation, the technician must have a good under-

standing of the theory of operation of the transport

and any associated equipment. He should check

carefully to ensure that all equipment is connected

properly and that all associated equipment is in

good operating condition. He should be thoroughly

familiar with operating instructions and follow

them carefully in performing the troubleshooting

procedure.

6-5. PROCEDURE. While it is recognized that

each individual malfunction will require its own
specific troubleshooting procedure, the following

steps will serve as guidelines in the performance of

any such operation;

a. As first step, inspect entire unit visually

for any signs of damaged or overheated

components. Also, listen for unusual

noises, while transport is operating,

which may indicate mechanical
malfunction.

b. When a defective component is located,

identify it by referring to Section VII for

part number and/or value.

c. If replacement part is available, substi-

tute it for suspected defective part.

NOTE

If correction of any malfunction

involves major realignment of

transport, it is recommended that

unit be returned to Cipher Data

Products for factory repair and

adjustment.

6-6. COMMON PROBLEMS. Table 6-1 lists com-

mon problems associated with operation of a tape

transport, together with the probable cause and

remedy for each.

6-7. SYSTEM TROUBLESHOOTING. Table 6-2,

used in conjunction with the schematic diagrams in

Section VII, provides an aid in the isolation of

electrical/electronic system faults and their

remedies.
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TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Reel flanges scrape

tape

Reels improperly mounted Reinstall reel evenly (see

Section III)

BOT and EOT markers

not sensed

Dirt covering reflective strip

or sensor

Clean sensor or reflective strip

Reels continue to rotate

after tape leaves

photosensor

Upper compliance arm limit

switch out of adjustment or

faulty

Readjust or replace limit switch

Tape fails to pull

properly through

machine or spills

Improper tape threading Rethread tape (see Section III)

Excessive data dropout Dirt on head or damaged
tape

Clean head (Section V) and/or install

new certified computer tape

Transport will not

function at all

Defective fuse Replace fuse

POWER switch-light

does not illuminate

No primary power Check for primary power

Defective indicator lamp Replace control/indicator A1

Transport does not

accept commands
Improper interface Check interface with DTL logic and

correct as necessary

More than one command true

simultaneously

Enable only desired command; hold

other inputs high

Tape continues to

advance during Load

mode

No BOT marker on tape Affix marker to tape approximately

12 ft, from physical beginning of tape;

place marker near reference edge on

backing side of tape

Tape tensioned but does

not advance when
capstan turns

Tape not threaded over

capstan properly

Rethread tape (see Section III)

Tape tensioned but slips Dirty capstan Clean capstan in accordance with

Section V

Tape moves during a

stop condition

Defective capstan assembly Replace capstan assembly and realign

servo

Motor voltage not zero Check capstan servo and adjust for

zero offset; repair if adjustment does

not correct

Tape not tensioned or

tape is spilled when
Ready mode is set

Improper tape threading

Reel servo or motor
malfunctioning

See Section III

Replace motor or repair reel servo

Table 6-1. Common Problems
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TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Transport responds to

write commands but

tape is not written

Writer current not enabled Check for write enable ring on reel;

check write current command path to

tape head; check that read is not

enabled

Computer does not read

taF>es correctly

Data format incorrect Use correct format

Record length exceeds

computer memory capability

Use correct record length

Table 6-1. Common Problems (Continued)

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Tape does not tension,

and capstan shaft rotates

freely when LOAD con-

trol is depressed for first

time after tape is

threaded

LOAD control not operative Check operation of LOAD control A2;

replace if necessary

Tape is tensioned when
LOAD control is

depressed, but tension is

lost when control is

released

Limit switch not operative Adjust as described in Section V;

possibly replace limit switch assembly

Tape unwinds or tension

arm hits stop when
LOAD control is

depressed for first time

Tape improperly threaded Rethread tape (see Section III)

+ 5 volts missing from tension

arm sensor

Check tension arm sensor lamps;

isolate problem if lamp is extinguished

Fault in reel

servoamplifier

Troubleshoot reel servo and repair as

necessary

Tape "runs away" or

rewinds when LOAD
control depressed

second time

Fault in control logic or

capstan motor assembly
Repair control/servo board or capstan
motor assembly

Tape runs past BOT
marker

BOT tab dirty or tarnished Replace tab or increase sensitivity of

photosensor amplifier (see Section V)

Photosensor not properly

adjusted

Adjust photosensor amplifier (Section

V)

Photosensor or amplifier

defective

Replace or repair photosensor

assembly

Logic fault (load flip-flop does
not reset)

Repair control/servo board

Table 6-2. System Troubleshooting
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TROUBLE

Transport does not move

tape in response to

FORWARD or REVERSE

commands

Transport responds to

remote FORWARD
command, but tape is

not written

Data are incorrectly

written

PROBABLE CAUSE

Interface cable fault or

receiver fault

Transport not in Ready mode

Fault in ramp generator or

capstan servoamplifier

Write current is not enabled

Write Enable signal not

correct

Write data or write data

strobe not received correctly

from interface

Heads not plugged in

correctly

Incorrect data format

Fault on one track due to

failure in write circuits

Intermittent +5V, RUN, or

WARS

Head and guides need

cleaning

Tape cleaner needs emptying

REMEDY

Check levels at outputs and inputs of

receivers on control/servo board;

replace or repair cable or repair

control/servo board

Bring tape to load point (Section III)

Repair control/servo or power board

Check presence of write enable ring on

supply reel; WRT EN indicator should

be illuminated. Check for +5V on

write board while writing; if not pres-

ent, check for +5V at J20, pin 1. Also

check J7, pin 1, on control/servo board

and TP105 on power board

Check receiver on control/servo board;

check for RUN signal on read/write

board; repair read/write or control/

servo board if faulty

Check presence of correct levels on

write portion of read/write board;

repair write portion of read/write

board or interface cable if faulty

Check J 21 on data board

Use correct format (see Section IV)

Check recever and write amplifier on

write portion of data board; repair if

faulty

Examine signals and repair

control/servo or data board, as re-

quired

Clean head and guides

Remove tape cleaner and clean

Table 6-2. System Troubleshooting (Continued)
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TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

Tape cannot be read Interface cable or transmitter

faulty

Replace or repair interface cable or

transmitter on read/write board

Head not plugged in Check J 22 on data board

Read skew out of adjustment Readjust in accordance with Section V

Head and guides need
cleaning

Clean head and guides

Tape cleaner needs emptying Remove tape cleaner and clean

Read amplifier gains

incorrectly adjusted

Check and adjust amplifier gains

Other component fault in

read channel

Check test point data; repair data
board

Table 6-2. System Troubleshooting (Continued)
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